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THIS INSCAPE?:
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
WHAT

Amy E. Jensen
Most editions of Imcape feature poetry, short stories, art, and an occasional play or personal essay. But what, then, you ask, is this edition of
Inscape, and why is it being published? Two English department conferences were held in the Winter term of 2001: the BYU Undergraduate
Symposium and the BYU English Graduate Student Association Conference. This Imcape issue presents selected works from the two symposia.
This was the first year of the undergraduate symposium, and this is the
first publication of its kind.
Although firsts are exciting in and of themselves, this edition is far
from flashy. "Flashy" was never the intent; the intent behind it is to foster
and to further scholarship. The symposium did that for those who presented and attended; this journal does this for those who are here published and for those of you reading this publication right now.

It isn't often in a classroom setting that students have the time to read
what their peers are writing. But if students wish to be part of a learning
environment that demands creativity and rigor, they should be more aware
of what standards are being set by other students in that environment.
When you read these, read actively. Question whether or not the essays or
creative works bring up new points, issues, or themes that interest you. Do
any relate to what you are learning in classes? How would your own work
compare to them? Then the question is how will your work compare; will
you submit your work to conferences or to Imcape or to other campus
publications? Students, as well as professors, should create their learning
environment; I hope that this issue can contribute to that effort.
Sincerely,
Amy E. Jensen
Editor
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ne cold morning, in the front room of a small apartment, on the
east side of a small town, at the north end of a small mission, Elder
Kirkland tried to kill his companion. He didn't like the way Elder Fetcher
made his cornflakes. The attack, and the fray that ensued, caused enough
clamor that the landlady phoned the mission home and, in a state of
severe agitation, begged the secretary to send help before she was forced
to call the police. The secretary passed the information on to the assistants, who made a quick phone call, and twenry minutes later the local
zone leader was knocking on the two elders' door.
"It's open."
The zone leader entered to find the apartment decimated and the two
elders lying spent and battered in the living room.
Inquiries were made, interviews conducted, questions asked, and
explanations given. The following story emerged:

Their first morning as companions, Elder Kirkland sat in the front
room eating his cornflakes. Elder Fetcher, his new companion, was in the
shower. Elder Kirkland was the older of the two missionaries, but the
new arrival to the area. Looking quietly around the apartment he could
see that his work was cut out for him. Dirry shirts were strewn from one
end of the apartment to the other, while clean ones hung from a clothesline strung across the front room. Church books and investigator records
were scattered wherever there was space. Blue planners lay everywhere.
He sighed. It was going to be a long haul with this one.
He had helped reform plenry of elders all over the mission, but this
area was a severe case. It had not baptized in over a year. The records
were a mess. It was going to take a real, concentrated effort to get things
back on track.
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Elder Kirkland had come into the mission like a thunderbolt. In a
mission where missionaries rarely saw more than fifteen baptisms in their
entire two years, he baptized three people in his first month. Everyone
knew he was going to be A.P.-it was only a matter of time. Elder Kirkland feigned apathy, but he knew it too.
First, however, there was this one assignment. Elder Fetcher had been
out four months. He was not a model missionary. It wasn't that he was
particularly disobedient or lazy, just remarkably indifferent. There was no
urgency about him, no fervent desire to work or to baptize. Elder Fetcher
just wanted to do his time and go home.
President Stanford had sent Elder Kirkland to the area with a charge.
"I have an assignment for you, Elder."
"Yes, President?"
"I want you to help Elder Fetcher. I want you to turn him around."
"Yes, President."
Elder Kirkland didn't intend to let President Stanford down. The
night before the transfer he prayed fervently that he might be successful.
"I know there is a great missionary in Elder Fetcher just waiting to
come out, Heavenly Father. Please, help me to show him the way. Please,
help me to be a great example. I know that with Thy help we can bring
him around."
Now here it was, his first morning in the new area, and he could see
he would need all the help he could get.
Elder Kirkland heard the shower shut off, and Elder Fetcher arrived in
the kitchen, partially dressed, a few minutes later.
"Good morning, Elder Fetcher."
"Good morning."
"We're going to have a great day today."
"Sounds good."
Elder Fetcher grabbed a bowl and a spoon, and sat down at the table.
He used both hands to center the bowl in front of him , then he placed
the spoon at its side.
"Listen, Elder," said Elder Kirkland, "I had a thought."
"Okay," said Elder Fetcher. He set the box of cornflakes, the sugar,
and the milk in a semi-circle around his bowl. Then he took a deep
breath and cracked his knuckles.
"I know that usually we would have personal study and companionship study this morning, but instead we're going to take some time to
clean up the apartment."
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Elder Fetcher poured a few cornflakes in his bowl, followed by a
sprinkle of sugar and a splash of milk.
"What do you think?" asked Elder Kirkland.
"Sure, whatever," said Elder Fetcher. He poured a few more cornflakes in
his bowl and topped them off with a sprinkle of sugar and a splash of milk.
"I just think chat the Spirit will be a lot stronger in a clean apartment."
A few cornflakes, a little sugar, a splash of milk.
"What do you chink?"
"Sure, yeah." A few cornflakes, a little sugar, a splash of milk.
"We're going to have a lot of success in this area. We're going to turn
this place around."
A few cornflakes, a little sugar, a splash of milk.
"Elder?" said Elder Kirkland.
"What?" said Elder Fetcher. He put the cap back on the milk and
picked up the spoon.
"Do you always make your cornflakes like chat?"
"Yup." He took a bite and a deep breath through his nose as he sat
back in his chair, chewing with satisfaction.

Their first week they tracted nearly fifty hours, and did what work they
could with the members in the area, but didn't teach one First Discussion.
There were few people who would listen. Every night Elder Kirkland
prayed for success, and for help in reforming Elder Fetcher.
Elder Fetcher was not taking to some of Elder Kirkland's reform measures. On their first afternoon together, Elder Kirkland announced they
would not be taking a lunch break. Elder Kirkland had not taken a lunch
break since he had come into the mission. He spent the better part
of fifteen minutes attempting to bring Elder Fetcher over to his way of
thinking, but Elder Fetcher knew his rights. He was going to cake a lunch
break, and not just any lunch break, he was going to take an hour
lunch break. Elder Kirkland cried to overrule him, but he was quickly
referred to the White Handbook, which specified an hour lunch break
was to be taken, and Elder Kirkland had to relent. A similar incident
arose at dinnertime, with a similar result. And so, every day at mealtime,
Elder Kirkland stood in the park and street contacted while Elder Fetcher
sat on a bench and ate.
Elder Kirkland was not accustomed to being overruled. He was not
accustomed to losing. He had been captain of the football team and a
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starter for the basketball team. He was accustomed to hard work. He was
accustomed to success. He had a quick smile and a pleasant disposition,
but he coupled them with a peculiar intensity. He was a young man who
got his way. He was polished. He was efficient. He was polite. He called
men "sir" and women "ma'am," and what he set his mind to, you could
consider done. He wore out companions faster than he wore out shoes.
Several had begged the mission president to be transferred away because
they couldn't match his drive.
The fact that Elder Kirkland couldn't win the meal-skipping debate
was an annoyance, and it was only the first of several. On one particular
occasion, during their first week together, a dispute arose over the brisk
pace at which Elder Kirkland traveled between doors.
"Easy, Tex," said Elder Fetcher, "who made the jump to light speed?"
"Elder," said Elder Kirkland, "President Spencer W. Kimball said that
if you knew what he knew, if you saw what he saw, you would run
between houses."
"And have you?"
"Have I what?"
"Seen what he's seen."
"No."
"Then slow down. "
That was the way things went. And every morning there were the
cornflakes. A few cornflakes, a little sugar, a splash of milk. Elder Kirkland watched in silent fascination.
"How long have you been making your cornflakes like that?"
"I dunno."

There was another item of contention. Elder Fetcher was a bit of a
chess enthusiast. He owned a small chess set and every night he would
play himself a game of chess before he went to bed.
"You shouldn't be playing chess, Elder," said Elder Kirkland. "It isn't
P-Day."
"It relaxes me."
"Well, find something to relax you that doesn't break the rules."
"Where does it say I can't play myself a game of chess?"
"You should write in your journal."
"I already have."
"You should read your scriptures."
"I read them this morning."
"I don't think playing chess is going to make you a bener missionary."
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"I don't think it's going to make me a worse one."
"I think you should put that game away."
"Why?"
"Because I don't feel good about it."
"Well, then you should be grateful it's me playing and not you."
Elder Kirkland couldn't win the battle, and he resigned himself to giving Elder Fetcher the silent treatment every night at chess time. Elder
Fetcher didn't notice.

When the two had been together almost a week, Elder Kirkland made
a startling announcement.
"Elder, we've been working for a week and haven't had any success.
I've decided we should skip P-Day tomorrow."
They had just finished tracting for the night and were on the street,
walking home.
'Tm sorry," said Elder Fetcher, "I could have sworn you just said we
should skip P-Day tomorrow."
"I did," said Elder Kirkland.
"And did hell freeze over?"
"Excuse me?"
"Hell must be frozen over for you to even suggest that."
"You ought to be willing to do it, Elder."
"I am willing. When hell freezes over."
"It will show the Lord how serious we are about baptizing."
"That's the dumbest thing I've ever heard."
"I'm serious."
"Forget it. Read your White Handbook. We're supposed to take a
P-Day every week."
"Quit referring to the White Handbook every time you want to be
lazy. There's nothing wrong with working extra hard to show the Lord
you mean it."
"Well, actually, maybe I'm wrong."
"Okay then."
"If hell freezes over there'll be no reason to skip P-Day. Guess you're
out of luck all around."
Elder Fetcher laughed and walked away, leaving Elder Kirkland to
wonder how he was going to pull this companionship together.
That night, as he sat writing in his journal, an idea struck him.
Maybe, he wrote, I'm not being enough ofa friend to Elder Fetcher. If I'm

going to help him I've got to love him more. I've got to develop our friendship.
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I think that since tomorrow is P-Day I'll offer to play him a game ofchess.
I used to be pretty good at chess, and I know he Likes it. Maybe that will be
something that we can build on.
The next day, Elder Fetcher was happy to oblige. He set up the pieces
and let Elder Kirkland take the first move. For the first time, Elder
Fetcher was asking Elder Kirkland questions about himself. Yes, Elder
Kirkland had played chess before, and yes he liked it, and yes he was
pretty good at it, and no he didn't want to take that move back, and no
he didn't want his queen back, and no he didn't want a hint, and yes he
knew he was in check. As it happened, they played six games, and as it
happened, Elder Kirkland lost all six times.
Whether baptizing or playing a game, Elder Kirkland was not in the
habit of being beaten. With each loss he became more determined to win
the next one, only to lose again.

For what it was worth, the token worked. Elder Fetcher's attitude
toward Elder Kirkland improved dramatically. He even seemed genuinely
happy to go tracting that night.
But there was a cloud over Elder Kirkland. He rarely spoke for the
next three days. Elder Fetcher asked him several times if he was all right,
to which Elder Kirkland responded curtly in the affirmative. Each night,
Elder Fetcher sat playing himself a game of chess while Elder Kirkland
wrote silently in his journal. He watched Elder Fetcher and the chessboard out of the corner of his eye, but said nothing.
On the night of the third day Elder Kirkland finished writing in his
journal earlier than usual. Elder Fetcher was playing his usual game of
chess. Elder Kirkland sat watching him , fidgeting with his pen.
"Well," he finally said, 'Tm all done writing in my journal. I guess I'll
just go to bed a little early tonight. Do you want to have companionship
prayer?"
"Sure," said Elder Fetcher. He set down his game.
When they had finished praying, Elder Fetcher went back to his
game, but Elder Kirkland lingered.
"Hey, Elder Fetcher," he shuffled his feet, "do you want to play a
quick game?''
"Tonight?" said Elder Fetcher.
"Sure. I mean, if you want to."
"It isn't P-Day."
"Well, I know, but I'm done writing in my journal, and we don't have
to be in bed for twenty minutes."
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Elder Fetcher smiled a little. "Sure, I guess."
One game became two, and two games became three, and Elder Kirkland went to bed an hour and a half later, wondering how he was ever
going to beat Elder Fetcher.
"You know," he said the next morning at breakfast, "I really don't like
che way you make your cornflakes."
"Why not?"
"Because it's stupid."
"I like it."
"Why can't you just mix chem around like everybody else?"
"They don't gee mixed evenly."
"How evenly do cornflakes need to be mixed?"
"Is something wrong, Elder Kirkland?"
"Never mind."
Elder Kirkland was even more sullen chat day. He didn't have any real
enthusiasm for the work. That night he even stopped to eat dinner with
Elder Fetcher. They sac on a park bench together eating hamburgers from
a local fast food restaurant.
"It'll come to you, y'know," said Elder Fetcher.
"What will?" said Elder Kirkland.
"Chess. You'll get it eventually."
"What does that have co do with anything?"
"Well, I'm just saying that you shouldn't get too upset about losing.
Chess doesn't come overnight."
'Tm not upset about losing. I don't even care about chess."
"Are you sure? Because you've been really salty the last few days."
"It's because I'm concerned that we're not baptizing."
"I see. Well, I'm sure it'll pick up," said Elder Fetcher. He patted Elder
Kirkland on the knee. "What do you say we get back to work?"
They played chess every night chat week and ten times on P-Day, and
with each game Elder Kirkland grew more desperate for a win. All he
could think about was chess. Ac night when he closed his eyes all he
could see was pawn to e5, and rook to h8. During the day, between
houses, all he could think about was his next game. How would he open?
What would he do? What would it take to beat Elder Fetcher just one
time? Every night he would lose again, and every morning have to sic
and watch Elder Fetcher layer those cornflakes as if he didn't have a care in
the world.
"You need to keep your pieces in the center more," said Elder one morning as he prepared his cornflakes. He was just working on his second layer.
"Huh?"
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"I think you'll find you can control the game better if you keep all
your pieces in spots where they can control the middle of the board."
A few cornflakes, a little sugar, a splash of milk.
"I don't need any chess advice."
"Well, I know. I mean you're really coming along. You're twice the
player you were a few weeks ago. There were a couple times last night
I really had to think about what my next move was going to be." A few
cornflakes, a little sugar, a splash of milk.
"I don't need encouragement," said Elder Kirkland. "It's just a stupid
game." He watched the bowl of cornflakes grow.
"I understand, " said Elder Fetcher. "It was just a suggestion."

Weeks passed. Elder Kirkland continued to lose. They didn't baptize that
month. It was the first month that Elder Kirkland had gone without a baptism and it sent a shockwave through the mission. President Stanford called
and gave the two Elders stern pep talks, but productivity did not increase.
"It's not like you don't have lots of talents too," said Elder Fetcher one
day as they walked between houses. "I mean, you're a real legend around
here. Maybe chess just isn't your bag. Maybe baptizing isn't mine. People
just have different skills."
"For the last time, Elder Fetcher, stop giving me advice about chess.
Maybe if you'd spend a little more time thinking about missionary work,
and a little less time thinking about chess, we'd be having some success."
'Tm just trying to make you feel better," said Elder Fetcher.
"You concentrating on the work would make me feel better," said
Elder Kirkland. They walked on in silence.
"Father in Heaven," he said that night as he prayed, "There's only one
thing that's going to save this companionship. I've thought about the
games. I've thought about the moves. I've studied it out in my mind.
Please bless me with the inspiration to know which move is the best one.
I know that as a team we can beat Elder Fetcher."
The next night Elder Kirkland waited an extra five minutes to make
his opening move, but there was no burning in his bosom, and he lost
agam.
"What's that?" asked Elder Fetcher the next morning.
"It's a bowl of cornflakes."
"I know it's a bowl of cornflakes. What is it doing in my place?"
"I made it for you."
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"Why?"
"I wanted you co try a bowl that was made the normal way."
"My way is the normal way."
"Don't dump it our!"
'Tm sorry, Elder Kirkland, but I know how I like my cornflakes."

Days came and went and it was becoming clear that Elder Kirkland
was never going to beat Elder Fetcher. Finally, one night coward the end
of their second month, as another game came to an end, Elder Kirkland
reached his breaking point.
"Why do you always have co be so smug when you say 'checkmate'? It's
the tone of your voice. Why do you always have to be so arrogant?"
"What are you talking about?"
"You see! There you go again, 'What are you talking about?' Like
you're so innocent. I hate chis game. I'm sick of it!"
"Maybe it just isn't your game."
"Maybe you should shut up!"
"I chink you're taking chis too seriously. It's just a game."
"You see, there you go. Look how arrogant you are. It's easy to be
smug when you always win. I'm sick of your attitude. I'm sick of the way
you talk down co me. I'm sick of you offering to let me take moves back.
I'm sick of your advice, and I'm sick of your cornflakes. I hate the way you
make your cornflakes. Every flake that hits your bowl is like a hammer
pounding on my brain. I can't take it anymore!"
"You're going to have to get used to the way I make my cornflakes.
Thar's the way I like them."
Elder Kirkland was silent for a moment. Then a peculiar serenity
came over his face.
"No, I'm not," he said, "because you're never going to make them like
chat again."
"I hate to disappoint you, Elder."
"You won't."
They went to bed in silence that night without companionship prayer.
Heavy tension filled the room. When morning came it had not left. The
two Elders sat up in bed when the alarm went off. Neither moved. Neither spoke. They rubbed the sleep out of their eyes and stared ahead at
the wall.
Finally Elder Kirkland turned and spoke.
"You will not layer your cornflakes chis morning. "
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"Elder Kirkland, I'm sorry, but I'll layer my cornflakes every morning
for the rest of my life."
"Not today."
The morning proceeded as usual. Elder Kirkland showered. While
Elder Fetcher showered he sat down to his own bowl of cornflakes. He
ate slowly and carefully. As he ate, he stared ahead. By the time Elder
Fetcher arrived at the table Elder Kirkland was working on his second
bowl. Elder Fetcher sat down without looking at Elder Kirkland. He
carefully centered his bowl and set down his spoon. He set the cornflakes,
the sugar, and the milk in a half circle around his bowl. There was a
moment's pause, and then Elder Fetcher began. A few cornflakes, a little
sugar, a splash of milk, a few cornflakes, a little sugar, a splash of milk, a
few cornflakes, a little sugar, a splash of milk.
The landlady was jarred awake by a shriek and the sound of a bowl
hitting the wall. By the time the zone leader arrived, the apartment had
been destroyed. Elder Kirkland lay against the wall, and Elder Fetcher sat
a few feet away.
'Tm not mad at you , Elder Kirkland," he was saying, "I'll bet the
president will transfer you away, and you know, I think that's the best
thing. You just need to get away from all this chess-all this chess and all
these cornflakes."

PERMANENT

Jeremy Rigby
illie Biddlecome rode her horse through the desert to get a
permanent. She straddled a creamy mare that she had chosen to
ride solely for its color. Sure, the darker brown and black horses at the
ranch had better tempers and their longer manes and tails had a sheen
that drew admiration from any horse-riding lady. But their dark color
attracted the sun and made riding across char desert too damn hot,
Millie had told the ranch hands. Weathered leather straps fastened her
bedroll to the saddleback. It jerked side-to-side, rising and falling under
the mare's poking hipbones. Millie's round tin canteen hung from the
saddlehorn on a short canvas scrap, one swig gone, taken at noon under
a cottonwood at White Bone Wash. Her saddlebags carried essentialsbaling wire and pliers, matches, a small metal mirror, and a comb, and
in the other, some pemmican and biscuits, and under that a Colt .45
her husband Joe had bought for her to carry because "you never know. "
He had shown her how to aim and grip it high on the handle with both
hands. She had blasted a few holes through a thrown-out water tank,
nailed a coffee can, and sent a bullet buzzing off to The Ledge-sheer
vermilion sandstone cliffs framing the wide canyon, their ranch, and
the mud-churning Colorado River. The shots had rung in her ears for
days. The pistol was loaded, she thought, though she'd never checked
and didn't carry bullets if it weren't-in fact, it hadn't left the saddle
bags since he'd given it to her. Now and again, rummaging, she would
see blued metal or the wood handle and remember that she carried
a gun.
She rode until dark, peeled off the saddle, hobbled the foamy backed
mare so it wouldn't wander too far, ace her pemmican, and drank her
water. Under the largest of the near junipers she spread out her blanket
and saddle. Her wide-brimmed hat she hung on a branch and laid the
pins from her almond hair on a rock nearby, and another rock on top to
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keep them from the packrats. Head cradled in her saddle, she watched
the moon rise fat and yellow over the Book Cliffs. The mare breathed
close by and coyotes whined until she slept.
Before dawn Millie and her horse watered in Alkali Wash. By noon they
snoozed in the shade of Hamblin Bluff, and just before the roaring sun
melted into the horizon, they rode into Green River, up Long Street and
into the pasture back of Fern and Landon Graystone's house.
Fern let the kitchen screen door slam behind her. "Dear me," she said.
"I never know when to expect you're coming out of that desert. Why don't
you let one of Joe's boy's bring you in?" She crossed the yard and hugged
Millie over the juniper rail fence. "For goodness sakes, something could
happen to you and nobody would ever know it. Oh you worry me."
Millie smiled at her sister and brushed dust from her pants. "What,
you think I'd want to have to watch over a cowpoke the whole trip? You
know them boys is all trouble when they hit town. And besides, there's
nothing out there but coyotes and jackrabbits." Millie reached to undo
the saddle of her mare.
"Oh, let Landon get that. Come in and sit," said Fern. And she
hollered for Landon, who came in his denim overalls with an oil can and
a leather plunger from the well pump. When Landon reached them, the
saddle sat on the fence and Millie slid the bridle from the long face of
the sweaty mare.
"Go get some water," Millie said to the horse already stepping to the
trough.
"And I'll get it some feed," Landon said. "Any horse making a trip
from that ranch of yours deserves some good feed. How was your
trip, Millie? What brings you up?"
"Came to get a permanent and have Fern show me how to do them, "
said Millie. She noticed the dust packed in the leather seams of her boots.
The leather had cracked along an inseam-her boots wouldn't last many
more trips.
"Oh, Millie, that'd look just divine!" Fern said. "The girls in town
have all got them now." Fern held Millie's hand. "Oh good, this is a perfect time too. Just last Tuesday Simonsen's got some solution and I got a
can. Can you tell I did this one myself?" Fern turned her head side to
side and down.
Millie could see orange molten sky broiling over the San Rafael Swell.
The swell bulged and cracked where the sun sank and scorched the earth.
Cottonwood leaves clattered in an evening breeze like a wheelbarrow full
of thumbtacks dumped down a tin slide. "No, not a pinch."

PERMANENT

"Well, neither could Roma Jaypsen," said Fern. "And she'll get a permanent tomorrow over at Wyland's. You know Roma, right? It'll be a
hoot. I chink chat's just what you need: a good permanent curl. Joan
Wyland is giving most of them , and doing a right smart job of it. We'll
call on her in the morning."
Fern, smiling, shook Millie's hands. "Come in and wash. I'll heat
some water."
Landon started for the barn. "And get her some food. She's probably
had nothing but biscuits and Joe's rotten pemmican."
Millie blushed and climbed the horizontal fence rails over to the other
side. Two blond boys and their darker-haired younger sister peeked out
the open kitchen window, giggling. Millie waved, excited to see them
agam.
"Come give your Aunt Millie a hug," Fern called. The boys quickly
left the window and when the girl noticed, she left coo. They giggled, and
the little girl squealed, running. through the house. When Fern and Millie
came in the back, they heard the children's little feet slapping the front
porch boards and steps and then dirt grinding under their soles in retreat.

Millie sat at the kitchen cable clean and fresh, the dust washed from
the squinting creases around her eyes, and she wore her sister's housedress
and slippers. Across the house Fern readied the children for bed with
what sounded like quiet scoldings. Millie held her little metal mirror in
one hand and in the other she twisted a section of hair into wavy curls.
The little girl inched her head slowly around the doorframe and pulled
back quickly when Millie put the mirror down and looked at her.
"Come here and give your aunt a hug," Millie said.
The little girl leaned her head partially around the corner. She dragged
her bottom lip along the edge of the doorframe, folding it over onto her
chin, and a thread of spittle beaded on her sleeping cloches.
"Give me a hug like you used to," Millie said.
Her niece folded her lip along the corner again. "Nu-uh." She crinkled
her nose and eyes. "You're the squaw lady."
The next morning Millie woke in the chilly dawn wrapped in a quilt.
In a corner of the room she lay on a narrow guest bed chat was a couch
when no visitor stayed the night. The quilt pressed heavy on her breasts
and legs. She felt compressed. Fern had sewn it from scraps of faded
denim-worn-out overalls mostly-and tied it with bright red yarn, the
tufts matted into wads like bright little burrs. She wondered for a
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moment why her niece wouldn't give her a hug. Must've been a while to
her since she saw me. Young kids is like that, months to them's more like
a decade. Those damn boys teachin' her about squaws and indians. She
thought of her horse and rose quickly, remembering a thrown shoe that
needed replacing. Her trousers and shirt lay on a wood chair close to
the bed, and gnarled boots squatted at her bedside. She had, like every
night, made them ready before she got in bed. She folded the quilt, left
it on the mattress and went quietly through the kitchen door into the
dry cold, out to the tack room for a horseshoe and nails.

Later on that morning Landon came in the kitchen. "I heard you had
a bear out to your place, Millie," said Landon. He was pulling his boots
off by the backdoor. Millie put some plates and forks on the table, and
Fern stirred some eggs in a hot skillet on the wood stove.
"Yeah," said Millie. "And Joe said that's the first he'd ever seen clear
down this far from the mountains. And it was a sight. He must a followed
the river down."
"Well, he must a done that. But what's more, Millie, I heard you
killed him with an axe," said Landon. "Now that'd be a sight!"
Millie smiled and set another fork on the table. "Well, just who in the
hell told you that?"
"Dafton Christiansen told me last Tuesday. I was out to his farm
delivering irrigation hardware. He said he overheard one of the Biddlecome cowpokes tellin' the story out front of Simonsen's."
"Now really," said Fern. "I don't believe my ears. I don't believe it a
bit. Just what a savage thing to be spreading around town." Fern turned
and faced her sister.
"Well that's no credit to anybody-it was just a small little bear," said
Millie. She opened a cupboard and took out a glass.
"Millie! What are you saying by that?" Fern said. "You really killed
a bear?"
''.And with an axe!" Landon pulled a chair from the table and sat
down by the window looking over the pasture. "I'll bet that's a first in
Emery County. Write that in the history books."
"What happened?" Fern said. "He got in the house? He came after
you? The chickens maybe? You could've shot it. I know you can shoot
just as good as anybody." She stirred the eggs. Some clear egg white
flipped onto the stove and clouded bubbly and white.

PERMANENT

"Nothing like that," Millie said. And she told them how she had
gone with Joe to build on to the corral down at the S-turns in the
river. Joe split rails with the axe and she had just gone to fix up lunch
when the bear ambled out of the willows, saw them and thought he'd
just walk around them. Well, she and Joe were surprised as ever. But
Joe didn't want any trouble with the calves, so quick as a poker hand
he hopped on his horse and ran after the bear and lassoed it just like
he would a calf-got him right around the neck-and boy was he
mad, fighting and carrying on. So Joe dragged him with the horse
back toward the corral and just as he was bringing him up , the bear
made a run for the river and dropped right off the bank. Then the
rope caught him before he hit the water. And that bear was acting so
wound up Joe didn't know what to do but just hold him there. Then
he hollered for Millie to grab the axe, and when he pulled the bear up
over the bank to nail him good on the head. "And that's what happened," said Millie.
She took a pitcher of milk from the counter to the table and sat down
in a chair.
"How could Joe make you do such a thing?" said Fern. She put the eggs
on a plate and set it on the table. "At least the bear didn't get to you."
"It won't be getting any calves either," said Millie.
Landon scooted his chair up to the table. "Call the kids, Fern; the
eggs are getting cold."

In the late morning the two ladies, Millie wearing her sister's old
dress, walked five blocks south down Long Street. Nearly every block had
one or two little houses planted in the dirt. If a cottonwood tree grew on
a lot, the house stood in its shade. Each house had a pasture and a barn,
maybe a tack room. The Wyland home didn't vary from its neighbors,
though there were no cottonwoods, and on summer afternoons it could
heat like an oven.
Inside, the ladies followed Joan into the kitchen. Roma sat in a
kitchen chair with one side of her graying hair coiled into neat little
curls, tied in place with hemp twine. Pungent vapors bored open their
nostrils the way something rotten would. Roma smiled a big closed-lip
smile across her bloated rosy face.
"It's been some time now you've been out to your husband's ranch ,"
she said. "Four or five years now, isn't it?"
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"It seems we've been married that long," said Millie. "But I come to
town as often as I'd like. Usually a few times in a year so as to keep up
with the goings and comings."
Roma closed her eyes softly and smiled, slightly nodding. When she
opened them again she turned to face the window.
"Yes, and she made this trip especially to get a permanent," said Fern.
"I of course told her, Joan, that you were making a right smart job of permanents for the ladies in town and that we should see if you would do
one for Millie this morning."
"You know I never turn down a perm," said Joan. She twisted and
spooled a piece of Roma's hair, then tied a small bow of hemp line
around it and painted it with perming solution. "If you don't mind waiting, Millie, you can be right after Roma. "
Millie and Fern sat down to the kitchen table. Morning sun stenciled
the room, cropped by windowpane moldings. A few flies floated lazily
through blocks of warm light. '.'So," asked Joan, "how long has it been
since you've been to town, Millie?"
Millie leaned back in her chair, her spine sloping away at the bottom.
She held her hands in her lap and relaxed her shoulders. "It's been close to
three months and a couple of days, when I rode in for the Easter holiday."
Roma drew in her eyebrows. "Easter?" she asked. "I didn't get to see
you at the Easter services."
"Oh, I spent the week before visiting Fern and Landon and the kids.
We dyed some real pretty eggs and hid them for the children before
sunup and then I took my way to the ranch."
"What a long, dreary ride to be making on Easter Sunday," Roma
said.
Fern shifted her position in the chair, leaning her head to where the sun
lay across her hair. Millie could see the shadow of her head lying on Roma's
lap, gently shifting while she began to talk. "I remember that was the Sunday the children sang primary songs. And my youngest, Tamantha, stood
up on her seat and yelled the words to every song. Oh, she is a character."
Roma sat still as a stone and asked, "Exactly how far is the ride to the
Biddlecome ranch? I've heard it's quite the ride."
"No less than sixty miles on a good day," said Millie.
"Isn't it dangerous out there in that desert with the Wild Bunch hiding in the rocks? A person would be without protection out there if they
were to swoop down on anybody."
Millie smiled. "Butch and his boys wouldn't swoop down on anybody
but they was trying to get him."
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"And you know Butch Cassidy so well?" Roma cranked her big head
to look at Millie. Joan lost the loop of hair she had just started tying.
"Well I've seen him. He and his boys brought in a bunch of Joe's
cattle chis spring and all they wanted for it was a good meal. He was very
nice to everybody at the ranch."
Fern looked at her sister sharply. "Millie," she said.
Roma snorted loudly. "I knew it! How else would chose boys be living
so well out there in the desert if it weren't for you harboring them? Collaborating more like it! I'm not surprised chat your ranch brought in more
calves chis spring than it should and everybody else's calf crop suffered!"
"What do you mean? Those were our calves. And we didn't ask
Butch to come help; he just did it out of his own kindness. When he
brought 'em in was we supposed to tell him no thanks, go put 'em back
out so we can drive 'em in? He tilted his hat at me like a real gentleman
and he looked handsome and real respectable. And he was real gentle
with his horse."
"Kindness! An apostate is what he is. A band of robbers! Stealing good
people's cattle, making secret oaths and ruining people's lives. Next thing
you know you'll be one of chem, if you aren't already!" Roma shook her
head vigorously. Joan cried desperately to capture the last bunch of hair
to roll up and tie. The loops and bows flopped around on her head.
Millie tensed up. She didn't quite know what she was talking about.
"Read your scriptures. You'll see what I mean. You spend too much
time living like a squaw out there with chose apostates and you become
one yourself. You ain't no better than a squaw. No permanent is going to
make an upright lady out of you; you can't turn a rotten core into some
chat's good just by purtrying up the outside. You just watch. The men
around here are on to you more than you know. They know where the
Robber's Roost is and they'll lynch them soon enough. You just watch
and the best advice I've got for you is to quit living like a savage squaw!"
The ocher three ladies stayed silent. Even the flies had seeded down.
Roma, with all her force, stood and whipped around. "Joan, thank
you for the permanent. Really I must go. I've got important things to
attend." She began walking out.
Joan shook her head, then called to Roma, "You can take the hemp
out in a few hours, and don't wash it for a few days."
Millie hadn't moved. She looked at Fern. "I didn't even cry to set
her off."
Fern touched her sister's hand. "Her husband's ranch failed last spring.
And, Millie, there has been some talk around town."
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"It looks so," Millie said. She turned away from her sister and sat in
Roma's chair in front of Joan. "Will you still perm my hair?"
The afternoon passed slowly. Millie sat in the Graystone kitchen
watching through the window the pasture and the children playing and
Fern hanging laundry in the cortonwood shade. After a couple of hours
she untied the hemp bows and let her new curls hang past her neck.
Before dinner, she told her sister she had things to do for the end of
summer at the ranch and had better leave early the next morning. "You
really needn't go," Fern said. Millie didn't say anything, just scanned the
room: set table, dishes in the wash bin, hot stove. Fern's eyes watered and
she hugged Millie. "Come back soon," she said.

After the Graystones slept, Millie left through the kitchen with a
rope and a handful of oats and crossed the moonlit pasture to her
creamy mare. She led her to the tack room and hitched her to the
juniper fence. Millie quietly found her saddle and things in the dark
room among the blankets, cans of nails and shoes, and harnesses.
She saddled the mare and slipped the bridle over her nose and
wiggled the bit into her mouth . She tied the bedroll and saddlebags
over the mare's hips. Then she bent over the water trough and
dunked her head, running her fingers through her hair and shaking
out the permanent solution . She whipped her hair so it slapped wet
and cold on her back and put on her wide-brimmed hat. The mare
carried her out of the pasture onto Long Street. She rode through
silver moonlight past dark houses and pastures and barns . Water
seeped down her back, cooling in a night breeze.
In front of Roma Jaypson's house and barn, nestled in the nighttime
shadow of a cottonwood, Millie stopped. She opened her saddlebag and
pulled out her colt .45 six-shooter. She gripped it high on the handle
with both hands and pulled the hammer back with both thumbs, slowly,
letting each click lock solidly into place. Then she shot two bullets
through Roma's front room window. The blasts exploded into the night
air, bounced along the Book Cliffs and thundered out over the sage and
juniper wasteland. Millie rode at a gallop into the desert, the shots ringing boldly in her ears.

PRESERVING THE RHETORICAL NATURE OF
WRITING CENTERS WHEN
GOING ONLINE

Lisa Eastmond Peabody

A

s of mid-September, 1999, there were 278 online writing centers
linked to the National Writing Centers Association Website," and
the number is growing (Leander 3). With such swift advances in the world
of technology, American universities feel the pressure to be on the cutting
edge, which often means giving in to the pressure to go online before thoroughly considering options. Karen Rowan, writing center director at the
State University of New York (SUNY) at Albany, suggests that the excitement surrounding online tutoring "is best served as an appetizer to a substantial entree of research and scholarship" (10). Yet online tutorials are
taking place at an alarming rate, considering the lack of research and scholarship dealing not only with how the service is being accepted by student
writers and peer tutors, but how the tutoring process itself has been altered
by the Internet as a medium.With an understanding of writing center
theory, it is clear that although the prevailing trend is toward Online Writing Labs (OWLs), a rhetorical shift has taken place that alters dialectic,
discussion-based tutoring and often omits the holistic approach by eliminating handouts, reference sources, and forums for specific questions.
Writing centers ought to provide a variety of resources, but they also
ought to center around peer tutoring to accomplish their goals. Speaking
of the ideal function of a writing center, Stephen North states, "Our job
is to produce better writers and not just better papers" (qtd. in Gillespie
and Lerner 30). Part of this goal is accomplished by keeping the tutorial
student centered. In theory, tutorials should be student owned. The tutor
merely acts as a sounding board and facilitator of discussion. However,
no matter what the student's desires for revision include, a tutorial should
never turn into a proofreading, editing session, for as Mary M. Dossin of
SUNY Plattsburg points out, "Tutoring is valid only when it is part of
the learning process" (16). Clearly, tutoring is challenging as it strives to
adhere to these goals of writing center theory.
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Ideally, face-to-face writing center tutors work one-on-one with
student writers for approximately twenty minutes to an hour, depending
on the program, focusing first on the broad issues of organization and
content, and second on sentence-level revision issues, keeping in focus
the task of creating better writers and not simply better papers. In the
Harcourt Brace Guide to Peer Tutoring, Toni-Lee Capossela outlines the
broad-co-narrow focus that tutorials ideally use, starting with appropriateness for assignment, then topical focus, followed by organization and
development, introduction and conclusion, and finally, the surface features of grammar, usage, and style (12). This approach allows the tutorial
to remain process based as opposed to product based. In addition to the
global-co-local, process-based approach, in these face-to-face tutorials,
tutors are able to clarify the roles of student and tutor, rely heavily on
methods of questioning and reader response to facilitate discussion,
redefine and clarify words and phrases as well as read the silences, facial
expressions, and body movements of the writer, all part of a dialectical
approach. Sarah Kimball, writing center director at the University of
Texas, maintains that
in the face-co-face session the questions are viewed as unproblematically ephemeral. Baker claims that because nothing
is written down, "the terms and concepts which they denote
remain slippery, somewhat indeterminate; the tutor has not
defined anything for the student; the tutor has simply
attempted to help the student come to a workable definition
for herself." (33)
In face-to-face tutorials, the dialectical tutoring process defines the roles
of student as owner and tutor as facilitator in the learning process and
demands interaction and recognition of nonverbal social cues in order to
better the writer and not only the text.
Depending on a tutor's training, a tutor may facilitate this discussion
and learning process in a number of ways. Many tutors make use of the
Socratic method by leading the writer to conclusions about or solutions
for revising the paper, through questioning. Both learning how and when
to use indirect and direct forms of questioning is a key component of
most tutor training in an attempt to draw student writers into interactive
discussion . Additionally, tutors often use the reader response approach to
engage the writer in thinking about the audience's needs, thus clarifying
and organizing the paper or arguments presented by the writer. Often
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tutors use a combination of these types of comments and questions, and
because of the dialectical nature of the face-to-face tutorial, students have
a chance to thoroughly defend or explain their reasoning or presentation
of the paper, or express confusion at the tutor's examples or questions,
allowing the dialogue to be transmitted through both verbal discussion
and nonverbal communication.
Unlike face-to-face tutorials, online tutorials tend toward a local,
product-based focus, void of vital discussion; in such tutorials, individual roles are often misunderstood, and questions or calls for interaction
go unheeded. Online tutorials based in Online Writing Labs and email
postings generally have students post their papers to the tutor with a
brief overview of the assignment and, in ideal situations, rwo or three
specific questions. Tutors then access the text and respond within a
24-48 hour period. If the purpose of a writing center is to allow student
writers to improve basic writing skills through peer interaction, then
the online tutoring process and the dialectical structure of OWL postings and email exchange tutorials should also maintain this function .
However, Kimball suggests that "in working with student writers online,
we are not merely transporting what we do in face-to-face conversation
in our real-life writing center into cyberspace" (30). Jackson agrees that
there may be rhetorical shifts in the peer tutoring process, saying that
"the face-to-face ... tutorial cannot be processed through fiber-optics,
for both the writer and the tutor are real individuals, with real writing
needs; it is an ongoing dialogue and indirect questioning, and the
writer's response." Clearly then, if the dialectical tutoring methods of
"on-going dialogue and indirect questioning, and the writer's response"
cannot be used in online tutoring practices, especially those based in
email exchange or OWL postings, then the rhetorical structure of online
tutoring must be different (1-2).
Though posting via email or OWLs is convenient, it does not adhere
to writing center theory and goals. David Coogan, an online tutoring
program coordinator at SUNY Albany, says he has
learned that if e-mail tutorials "work," they change the meaning of tutorial work by challenging the rhetorical constraints
of face-to face conferencing. In other words, by replacing talk
with asynchronous writing, e-mail disrupts the most familiar
boundaries in the writing center: shared space and limited
time. fu a result, e-mail changes the conference's discipline
by slowing it down (from 30 minutes to several days), and by
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collapsing the self into text where it becomes a rhetorical
construct, not a social given. Interpreting student text, rather
than the student, becomes e-mail tutoring's centerpiece. (1)
OWL postings and email tutorials simply do not allow for both student
and tutor to be simultaneously present in time and space. The online
version of the peer tutoring process potentially omits the "peer" and
makes what in physical writing centers is a discussion-based, dialectical
activity, into an endeavor in which the peer becomes the expert, in a
drawn-out dialectical endeavor, or one in which the writer is left with
only "corrected text."
One problem that comes with the rhetorical shift of putting tutorials
online is the misunderstanding about both the peer and the student's role
within the tutorial. Some writing center directors see this posting of
papers as equal to the student who comes into the center, unfamiliar with
the peer tutoring process, and asks to drop off a paper and pick it up
again in a few hours after it has been "corrected." Clearly, these students
do not recognize their role in the process of revising their own papers.
Joan Hawthorne of University of North Dakota's Writing Center stresses
that "'our rationale [for not permitting such a process] has to do with
wanting to work with rather than for the writer"' (qtd. in Moe 15).
Tutors and writing center directors acknowledge that current online
tutoring systems, especially OWL postings and email exchange, have the
potential for such limited discussion, rhetorically changing the peer
tutoring process dramatically.
In online tutorials, unlike face-to-face tutorials, tutors are not able to
read the student without an opening discussion or visual social cue,
though many try to simulate it in a brief survey, to be completed before
sending a paper in for a tutorial. Kimball notes that "this lack of information about participants' attitudes and intentions makes a difference in a
medium that seems like conversation" (5). That difference is what prevents dispelling the myth that students can simply drop off papers to be
"fixed." Often, then, the lack of dialectic discussion in online tutoring
may simply exist because the students do not understand their role
within the tutorial.
When expectations are unclear not only are tutors left with only a
guessing game, but the writer is often left with disappointment. Holly
Moe, a peer tutor at Modesto Junior College in California, offers her
experience with Smarthinking.com, a commercial online tutoring program, as a perfect example. Though enthusiastic about the possibilities
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of peer tutoring online, Moe found that the online tutor, when looking at
Moe's writing, "misread the prompt and offered me all the wrong solutions. Furthermore, he or she edited my sentences, changing my voice and
meaning" (14). In this case, the rhetoric shifts from dialectical discussion
to disconnected expert advice where the tutor owns and "corrects" the
paper and then emails or posts the product to the waiting author, disrupting the bounds of peer tutoring practice and falling out of line with
writing center goals.
Unfortunately, this local, product-based approach to tutoring is not
uncommon when time and space are not shared by both student and
tutor. Undoubtedly, it is easier for the tutor to fall into the role of editor
when the student is not present. This tendency toward the product-based
approach has many writing center directors and peer tutors worried
because it is not in harmony of the goals of a writing center. J. A. Jackson
of Purdue's Online Writing Center relates this fear: "The most frightening prospect of the online tutorial is that all one is left with is the writing
and not the writer, the product and not the process" (2). This shift to
editing rather than tutoring is especially easy because writing centers
serve students from across the disciplines , and tutors certainly do not and
cannot comprehend the content of such a wide range of texts. For this
reason alone, tutors may assume that the student authors "know what
they are talking about," and revert to looking at formulaic concepts of
structure, style, and grammar and usage, all part of a local focus .
However, many tutors recognize this tendency to move an online
tutorial toward a local, product-based focus, and attempt to interact with
the writer by the familiar methods of questioning. Tutors may try to ask
questions, both direct and indirect, to essentially help students engage in
the learning process. Jackson admits, though, that unfortunately the
tutor's questions often go unanswered and there is hardly ever "follow-up
feedback" from the writer (6). Again the rhetorical shift is evident as
online tutorials move farther and farther away from the dialectic,
discussion-based approach.
However, online tutoring is not completely destined for failure. While
it is clear that there are rhetorical differences between face-to-face peer
tutoring and current online tutoring practices, overcoming some of these
obstacles may be easily done, by shifting from postings on OWL and
email, to more chat-based programs. Currently several universities are
experimenting with programs such as chatrooms, Multiple User Dialogue
or Dimension (MUD), and MUD, Object Oriented (MOO). All of
these programs allow students and tutors to share virtual time and space,
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making way for conversation---questioning methods, reader response,
clarification of roles, and so on. Working with programs such as MOO in
conjunction with email or OWL postings also allows for the text to be
present for both the student writer and the peer tutor. These simple
changes begin to preserve the familiar dialectical tutoring approach of
traditional tutoring as the practice is taken online.
But even if they maintain the rhetorical nature of peer tutoring,
online writing centers are not complete in their practice and goals without additional resources for student writers. Most offiine writing centers
offer many resources for students visiting their physical space such as
reference books, handbooks, handouts, and knowledgeable tutors who
can provide quick answers to specific questions. In response to the contrast between current practices in most online writing centers and the
proposed holistic practice, Eric H. Hobson in the introduction to Wiring
the Writing Center suggests that
in their first forays online, many writing centers are creating
themselves in the form of their antithesis, that nemesis
writing lab. Put bluntly, many OWLs consist primarily of
the contents of old filing cabinets and handbooks-worksheets, drill activities, guides to form-pulled out of the
mothballs, dusted off and digitized .... In addition to
a reliance on these types of materials, by allowing-even
encouraging-writers to make use of these online resources ,
many of these writers write in isolation. (xvii)

If writing in isolation is the end product of these online programs based
in OWL and email exchange and supported only by online versions of
handbooks, then these virtual spaces fail as writing centers, which champion collaborative learning based in peer tutoring. Clearly, there is a need
to preserve the rhetorical nature of peer tutoring as interactive, placing
peer tutoring at the heart of online writing centers, but not offering it as
the sole service, for there again would we be falsely presenting the concept of a writing center.
Although peer tutoring is the main activity of a writing center, students also come in for the quick fixes offered by handouts, handbooks,
reference books, and by asking tutors a few specific questions about a
specific assignment, and these resources must also be preserved as part of
a complete and complex writing center. Instead of tucking these resources
away online, they should play an integral role in the service provided by
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an online writing center. Undoubtedly, students who have a question on
common punctuation or even need to know where to start when writing
about critical theory could use online handouts as a jumping off point for
their writing. Additionally, if students have questions that go beyond
what handouts cover, especially those dealing with style, online writing
centers should offer links to the APA, MLA, and Turabian homepages, so
that students can troubleshoot their own questions just as they would if
handed a manual in the physical space of a writing center. Likewise,
online writing centers need to offer access to dictionaries, thesauruses,
encyclopedias, handbooks, and other such references. While interaction
between student and tutor should attempt to remain discussion based in
tutorials, much of the time student writers have a few specific questions
that the tutor can answer directly or refer the student to a resource that
contains the answers to those specific questions. These quick exchanges
can take place via email or OWL in contrast to the more extensive chat
programs where peer tutors and student writers can focus on discussionbased tutoring.
Empire State College, in Saratoga Springs, New York, has created a
Writer's Complex as part of their virtual library or "cybrary" that
offers more of a holistic approach to putting writing center services
online. Not only is this online writing center visually appealing
(http://www.esc.edu/writer), but it offers a variety of resources besides
just student tutor interaction. A student writer needs only to identify
the type of help he or she needs and then click on that portion of the
Writer's Complex to access the support needed. Empire State College's
Online Writing Center, the Writer's Complex, offers everything from the
basics of essay writing to ESL resources, in addition to their Tutor's
Mailbox, which allows student writers to ask specific questions and/or
submit their papers for review (unfortunately, not discussion-based
review) .
Salt Lake Community College in Salt Lake City, Utah, also offers a
varied approach and achieves a more complete transfer of their writing
center online as they keep peer tutoring at the heart of their services with
additional resources provided to further support student writers. Though
there are no handouts or links for students to access, Salt Lake Community College offers three styles of online tutoring-email advising, web
board advising, and real-time advising. Each has a clearly defined purpose
that attempts to meet an individual writer's various needs, whether that
be a full tutorial, an answer to a quick question, or peer feedback for several students (http:/ /www.slcc.edu/wc/student/ etutoring.htm).
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Finally, despite all the work that writing centers are employing to get
their services online, the possibilities that accompany the internet as a
medium for teaching composition are endless as new hardware and software are continually emerging, and undoubtedly, online practices will
change with the ever-advancing medium. However, writing centers cannot simply avoid experimentation and wait for someone else to figure
out how to preserve the rhetorical nature of peer tutoring online while
augmenting it with other resources. It is through experimentation that
writing centers will discover the previously unknown pathways for transmitting writing center services online. Indisputably, we must admit as
does Eric Hobson in quoting Diana George that
the technology is here. We cannot ignore it. Furthermore, we
already know that computer technology-the communication
revolution-is more powerful than skills-and-drills workbooks on screen. What we don't know, I am convinced, is
how this 'New World' really will configure our teaching and
our tutoring. (ix)
Although the current trend in online writing centers is toward OWL and
email posting tutorials, we have not seen the end of interactive, dialectic
peer tutoring at the heart of writing center practice, and in fact, we will
continue to see advances that help secure the rhetorical nature of peer
tutoring as we are willing to work with computer microphones, webcarneras, and so on. Michael D. McMaster, a social theorist, claims that
"to make the shift in thinking [into the information age], we need the
willingness to unlearn the old and the courage to grapple with the new
and unfamiliar" (Murphey and Law 190). In essence, the near future of
writing centers online is full of experimentation and offers plenty of
room for research in both that which is currently being done in online
writing centers and the many possibilities that are to come that will keep
the rhetorical nature of peer tutoring, the holistic approach to writing
center services, and the goals of writing center theory intact.
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ANGELS LANDING
ZION CANYON NATIONAL PARK

Laura Stott
People leave tracks in the sand
as they come out of red
places to listen, lifting their scaled heads
cold blooded,
falling asleep against this earth.
She plays her violin to the stars,
and her friends listen in the cold
on the red rock.
The technique becomes location of time.
She is still there and stares at her orange music
pasted to the cliffs.
Knowing they are not watched,
the ending steps rest in the canyon corner.
Like Jane and her dancers
and one and two and
spoken
lyrics in the white.
In a diagonal color of red ballet forte,
the cool rain figures move.
Like Jane, they run.

CHIVALRY, LOVE PHYSIOLOGY, AND
A REEVALUATION OF SIR GAWAIN'S SIN

Daniel Brough
or most people, Arthurian legends make wonderful bedtime stories:
they are full of heroism, courage, romance, and triumph. To me,
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight seems to be a different kind of Arthurian
legend; in chis case, the hero is fearful, conscience-stricken, and persistently
seduced by another man's wife--and chis, in my opinion, just scratches
che surface.

F

AN INTRODUCTION TO SIR GAWAIN AND THE GREEN KNIGHT
The story goes like chis: during a fairly raucous holiday parry in King
Arthur's court, a mysterious green knight rides in with a dare for anyone
brave enough to accept it-the green knight will allow anyone in the
court to deal him a blow with a battle axe, as long as the challenger will
meet up with the green knight in exaccly a year to receive his blow.
Sir Gawain bravely steps up to cake Arthur's place at the dare and
promptly severs the green knight's head, only to witness the green knight
pick up his head, bid farewell, and walk calmly out of the castle. Bound
by his word, Sir Gawain sets off after a year to hold the fateful reunion
with the green knight, but on the way he runs into a winter storm and
rakes refuge in Lord Bercilak's castle. The two quickly become friends,
and Lord Bercilak makes a deal with Gawain: the two men will exchange
whatever they win or otherwise obtain during the day. The deal is soon
complicated, however, by the romantic advances of Bercilak's wife, who
unsuccessfully cries three times co seduce Gawain. Ac the end of each
day, Gawain valiantly bestows upon Lord Bercilak a kiss (representing the
one he had received earlier from Lady Bercilak), bur on the third day
Gawain receives from the lady a green girdle designed to protect him
from any physical harm and, true to his word to the lady, keeps it a
secret from the lord of the castle. Upon his meeting with the green
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knight, Gawain is indeed protected, but is chastened by the knight, who
turns out to be Lord Bertilak in disguise, transformed by a spell of the
witch Morgan le Fay. The members of Camelot instantly pardon
Gawain's sin, but the reader is left feeling as if Gawain's sin is still somehow unresolved.
Most scholarship concerning Sir Gawain and the Green Knight argues
that Gawain's sin, if indeed he did commit one, lies in the withholding
of the green girdle from Lord Bertilak. My disagreement with that argument lies in the detail that Gawain attempts repentance before actually
lying to Lord Bercilak-but immediately after his third encounter with
Lady Bercilak. Gawain does not try to repent after the first two meetings; only after the third. This paper deals with what exactly happened
during that third seduction and explains it in the context of prevalent
notions of courtly love and Renaissance love physiology. The latter of
the two considerably postdates Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, but I
assume that Renaissance writers read texts that in turn considerably predated them.
Traditional scholarship dealing with Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
considers Gawain's sin to be that of withholding the green girdle from
Lord Bertilak, thus violating the knightly ideals of honesty and truth.
Gawain does, in fact, lie to Lord Bertilak, but this does not constitute the
sin of which he repents before meeting the Green Knight. Rather, an
analysis contrasting chivalric love and medieval love physiology reveals
that Gawain's true sin is a shocking and unorthodox form of fornication:
Gawain's rejection of Lady Bertilak is, in fact, a paradoxical effort to augment the passion he feels for her-this is the sin which torments Gawain
so profoundly.
THE SIN: GAWAIN'S WOOING OF LADY BERTILAK

Gawain at first seems to be a passive victim of Lady Bertilak's
advances, but he is actually an active seducer. When Gawain first meets
Lady Bertilak, he feels she is even more beautiful than Guenevere (945) .
Gawain's attraction does not consist of a pure admiration of beauty; upon
being formally introduced to the lady, he takes her "briefly into his arms,
I Kisses her respectfully and courteously speaks" (973-74). Later, at a
banquet, Gawain and the lady sit together, while her husband goes to sit
by the "ancient lady" later revealed as Morgan le Fay. Until this point,
Gawain's actions toward Lady Bercilak are completely conventional;
kissing, embracing, and sitting next to one another would probably be
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normal ways for a lady to associate with a guest. However, the Gawainpoet makes reference to attitudes and desires that go above and beyond
the norms of hospitality, and all before Lord Bertilak officially awards
Gawain his wife as a "charming companion" while Bertilak is away hunting (1099). For example, he mentions that, during the evening festivities,
"Each man fulfilled his wishes, / And those two followed theirs"
(1018-19). Here, the two are not merely participating in hospitality; they
are pairing off and following desires. Furthermore, the Gawain-poet mentions that Gawain and the lady
Found such enjoyment in each other's company,
Through a playful exchange of private remarks,
And well-mannered small-talk, unsullied by sin,
That their pleasure surpassed every princely amusement,
for sure. (1011-15, italics added)
The Gawain-poet, for some reason, deems it necessary to distinguish that
the two speak in a non-sinful way; the implication is that they have spoken, or will speak, in a sinful way. At the very least, the Gawain-poet does
not consider speaking a purely benign activity. If Gawain is evaluating
Lady Bertilak's beauty, making a conscious effort to be near her, and fulfilling desires with her, then he is not a passive recipient of Lady Bertilak's
advances. While we will later discuss whether or not Gawain's actual
seduction was conscious, the fact remains that Gawain-in a seemingly
subtle combination of thought and judgment hidden in propriety-has
begun to consider Lady Bertilak as much more than the host's wife.

MAGIC, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PSYCHOLOGY
IN GAWAIN'S SEDUCTION

Gawain's seduction is a complex concoction of words, images, and
rhetoric-all components of a magical recipe for love. Before modern
times, love was possibly more physiological than emotional and therefore
something that could be controlled, inflicted, and diluted at will. In his
book Eros and Magic in the Renaissance, loan P. Couliano writes of the
physiology expounded in Bruno's De vinculis in genere ["Of Bonds in
General"], "the goal of Bruno's erotic magic is to enable a manipulator to
control both individuals and crowds" (91). This magic "occurs through
indirect contact (virtualem seu potentialem), through sounds and images
which exert their power over the senses of sight and hearing" (Couliano
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91). Erotic magic, or the magic of love, is essentially a tool of manipulation; the magic spell works through indirect contact through sounds and
images-either seeing or hearing a specific thing or combination of
things can magically induce love in the one who sees or hears.
The ancient Greek schools of medicine likewise considered the infliction of love to consist of the interaction of the pneuma and hegemonikon
of two people. Members of Empedocles school believed the pneuma co be
a blood vapor chat circulated in the arteries, distinct from the blood,
which circulated in the veins (Couliano 7). According to Aristotle, the
hegemonikon, or "cardiac synthesizer," "receives all the pneumatic
currents transmitted to it by the sensory organs and produced by the
'comprehensible phantasms' [phantasia kataieptike] apprehended by
the intellect" (9)-a phantasm being a sensory image transformed into,
for example, a unit of currency that the intellect can accept. Marsilio
Ficino's explanation of the act of initiating romantic feelings is chis: the
pneuma brings to the eyes "thin blood"; love-arrows are later equipped
with pneumatic tips and fired, through the eyes, at a target. These
arrows will enter the eye and travel down to the heart, or hegemonikon,
where severe damage is done. Whether the man is the target or the
archer, he is the one injured by the transmission of pneuma in such
a manner (29-30).
Gawain's seduction of Lady Bercilak employs these aforementioned
tactics and physiological principles. The Gawain-poet describes the first
formal meeting of the two lovers in terms of images and sounds: first,
Gawain greets the elderly companion with a deep bow (thus imparting
an image of his chivalric virtues), and then he verbally offers himself as
a servant (972-76). Specifically, the Gawain-poet speaks of the hero in
terms of his speech: "I chink that those who hear him, / Will learn what
love-talk is" (926-27)-it is talk, or the verbal organization of sounds,
that defines Gawain's prowess as a lover. Likewise, Gawain employs
Ficino's physiology of love: the Gawain-poet's first descriptive phrase of
the introduction mentions eyes: "Gawain glanced at chat beauty, who
favoured him with a look" (970). That they were exchanging pneumatic
glances is undoubtable, since later Lady Bertilak confesses being
"wounded in her heart" (1781); the arrows had already entered her eye
and registered in the hegemonikon. Furthermore, the Gawain-poet
chooses to juxtapose the temptation scenes with scenes of Lord Bertilak's
hunt; in the first two hunt scenes (in accordance with the first two temptation scenes) the hunters use arrows to gather in their prey. The juxtaposition suggests that arrows are also flying between Gawain and Lady
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Bercilak. In the third hunt, however, the Gawain-poet does not mention
archery. Why?
The third temptation scene is the only time that the Gawain-poet
mentions that Gawain is beginning to experience "hot passionate feeling"
(1762) in his heart (again, the hegemonikon -Lady Bercilak has also been
firing arrows at him). Before this time, the Gawain-poet goes to great
lengths to show that their conversations were unsullied by sin, and that
Gawain had no interest at all in love due to his impending trial. If
Ficino's physiology is indeed factual, then Gawain must have been physiologically seducing Lady Bertilak, but the possibiliry exists that, up
until this point, it has been inadvertent. Couliano notes that, in the use
of magic-manipulation, there is a need to "take account of the subject's
personality for, though there are some people easily influenced there are
others who react in an unexpected way to the magic of sound" (91).
Gawain's absence of romantic feeling indicates that he might not have
accurately assessed Lady Bertilak's personality, making his seduction of
her accidental. Likewise, his behavior is the same in all three temptation
scenes, with the exception of receiving the green girdle, but he confesses
only after the third temptation. The girdle, however, cannot possibly be
the motivation of the confession in the Green Chapel because, at this
point, Gawain has not yet withheld it. The third temptation scene-in the
bedroom with Lady Bertilak-must be the scene in which Gawain realizes his inadvertent seduction of Lady Bertilak and instead of suppressing
those feelings, accepts them. At this point, rhetorically, the arrows have
ceased flying because the damage has already been done; "capture" has
already taken place. By not rejecting the passion he feels, Gawain's inadvertent actions become dangerously purposeful.
GAWAIN'S CHIVALRIC BARRIERS

Gawain's seduction is not unusual behavior for a knight, who was,
because of his office, expected to be romantically aggressive. The language
Lady Bertilak employs in her seductions is tinged with allusions to the
romantic responsibilities of a knight-an aspect of an ideal of the code of
chivalry. Just before leaving Gawain after her first round of temptation,
Lady Bertilak taunts Gawain by questioning his identity: if he really were
the renowned Gawain, he would have asked her for a kiss (1293-1301).
In a subsequent visit, Lady Bertilak asks Gawain why someone "So courteous and chivalrous as you are known far and wide-- / And of all the
aspects of chivalry, the thing most praised / Is the true practice of love,
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knighthood's very lore" never utters "a solitary word / Referring to love"
(1511-13, 1523-24).' In these questions, the Gawain-poet introduces
the notion of chivalry, with all its implications and responsibilities (it is
implied that Gawain might feel social pressure to comply with the lady's
requests), into the relationship between Gawain and Lady Bertilak.
By mentioning chivalry, Lady Bertilak colors all her dealings with
Gawain. Chivalric love is eternally platonic; to consummate it would end
it. Obstacles, then, are inherent in chivalry. Denis de Rougemont explains chivalry in the context of the story of Tristan and lseult: the two
lovers part repeatedly, yet "not one of the barriers to the fulfillment of
their love is insuperable .... When there is no obstruction, they invent
one" (37). The story is about the parting of the lovers "in the name of
passion, and for love of the very love that agitates them, in order that this
love may be intensified and transfigured-at the cost of their happiness
and even of their lives" (de Rougemont 37). It is in this aspect that love is
often described as a painful business and is illustrated in the relationship
between Gawain and Lady Bertilak. At one point, the two discuss "Love's
misery and bliss"(l507); Lady Bertilak's wounded heart indicates the pain
she feels at Gawain's rebuffs.
We have shown thoroughly that medieval love physiology manifests
itself in much of the diction of the poem, but in order to show that the
physiological notions, which considerably postdate Sir Gawain and
the Green Knight, constitute a relevant interpretation, it is necessary to
demonstrate its link to the chivalric attitudes also present in the poem.
Bruno's vinculum, according to Couliano, are bonds that link one person
to another; however, "to maintain the strength of a bond, it must not be
enjoyed." Couliano further observes that Bruno recommends that one be
both continent and intensely desirous of the other (101) . These notions
of unfulfilled desire, in all their possible explicit manifestations, are
strongly reminiscent of the courtly love just discussed. In both cases, barriers are erected to intensify and preserve affection, at least in an erotic
sense. Thus when we refer to courtly love and Renaissance physiology, we
are, at least by my definition, referring to the same thing; both therefore
serve as a useful heuristic in evaluating the events of the third temptation
scene, in spite of differences in date.
'James Winny observes that the Gawain-poet is "unusually cultivated and well
acquainted with the literature of courtly manners and ideals" (xi); he likewise notes
that the French romance Le Chevalier a !'£pee is a likely source of the temptation plot
(xiii). Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, therefore, firs into a specific chivalric context,
influenced by the French (de Rougemonr 75- 91).
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De Rougemont's comments on chivalry illustrate an important, yet
subtle, point: the barriers to love serve to intensify and transfigure the
passion. The relationship between Gawain and Lady Bertilak is already
fraught with barriers-Gawain's impending reunion with the Green
Knight, Gawain's knightly code that forbids him to consummate the
relationship, and Lady Bertilak's marriage (though that doesn't seem to
stop her much)-but the addition of obstacle to obstacle actually serves
to augment the passion. Since it is clear that Gawain purposefully rejects
Lady Bertilak, his intention is not to quell the lady's passionate overtures,
but to nourish them. His complete acceptance of Lady Bertilak comes at
the end of the third temptation scene when, realizing his passion for her,
Gawain acts to augment the passion rather than resist it. His sin, then,
is sexual: by acting to augment the passion he feels for Lady Bertilak,
Gawain "covets his neighbor's wife" and violates the trust placed in him
by Lord Bertilak.
It must be borne in mind that it is only after the third temptationthe temptation in which passion finally wells up in his heart-that Gawain
begins to fear for the state of his soul: he goes to confession to learn
How his soul could be saved when he leaves this world.
There he confessed himself honestly and admitted his sins,
Both the great and the small, and forgiveness begs,
And calls on the priest for absolution. (1879-82)

As previously mentioned, Gawain at this point has not yet withheld
the green girdle from Lord Bertilak, so the withholding cannot be the
sin of which Gawain here tries to repent. Though for different reasons,
Robert Goltra notes that "Gawain is obviously in a state of sin" at the end
of the third temptation scene, and "The fact that he has not yet physically
withheld the girdle from Bertilak nor lied by omission concerning his
possession of it does not alter his situation"; Gawain's "disposition" prevents his confession in the green chapel from being valid, Goltra's concept
of "sins," "dispositions," and their results differs slightly from my interpretation, but the idea is the same: Gawain's sin lies in his heart, as he has
turned it over to another lover.
CONCLUSION

Although at first an accident, Gawain uses the psychology and physiology of love to seduce Lady Bertilak; by rejecting her advances, Gawain
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actually augments the passion between them by erecting a barrier to their
love. The fact that Gawain's greatest sin lies with him in the bedroom
illustrates a new direction in Gawain studies.
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paper was written), and to Paul Thomas, whose introduction to Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight, as well as his helpful comments at the symposium, molded the paper
into what it is today and hopefully will carry it to what it might become.

IRISH IDENTITY IN SEAMUS DEANE'S

READING IN THE DARK

Peter Jasinski

I

n Seamus Deane's Reading in the Dark, Deane presents us with the
childhood of an unnamed narrator who tells the story of his
troubled family in postwar Northern Ireland. As the boy stumbles
through the complexities and ironies of the adult world, he slowly
increases in social and political awareness. The novel takes its title
from a scene in which the boy, after the lights are turned off, tries to
imagine the story he had been reading. The image of reading in the
dark expresses the difficulty of reconstructing the past from fragmentary accounts available in the present: the narrator's family history
"came to [him] in bits, from people who rarely recognized all they had
told" (236). He uncovers only a partial picture of the truth as he tries
to put together the tragic, mysterious past of his family.
The story is concerned with the complexities of how we know,
particularly how we know ourselves. For the boy, knowing himself
requires knowing and situating himself in his family's history and
Ireland's history, both of which prove to be elusive. The boy's search
for identity parallels author Seamus Deane's broader attempt in his
nonfiction to explore the mystery of Ireland's past and its present identity, an attempt which is particularly evident in Deane's political work
in the Field Day enterprise. 1 It therefore may be tempting to read
'Deane is one of the directors of the Field Day Theatre Company. Established in
1980, the company quickly expanded into pamphleteering and publishing. Field
Day seeks solutions co the crisis in Northern Ireland "by producing analyses of the
established opinions, myths and stereotypes which had become both a symptom and
a cause of the current situation" (Ireland's Field Day vii). Deane has been the editor of
the recently published Field Day Anthology ofIrish Literature (1992). As might be suspected from the inherent social and political aims of Field Day, much of the theory
behind their work leans on Marxist criticism, as apparent in the fifth series of Field
Day pamphlets, Nationalism, Colonialism, and Literature, a collection of essays by
Marxist scholars Terry Eagleton, Frederick Jan1eson, and William Said.
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Reading in the Dark as a movement to produce a nationalise reconstruction of Ireland's history. But in Reading in the Dark, Deane is nor
attempting a simple reconstruction, or rereading, of Ireland's history
in the darkness of the present. Rather, Deane illustrates-char is, gives
an aesthetic form to-the problems and paradoxes of defining Irish
identity.
.A5 with many perceptions of identity, the model for Irish identity
explored by Deane is built on binary oppositions. Binary oppositions
are pairings of opposites-such as black/white, good/evil, masculine/
feminine-that allow for simplistic identification. Deane explores key
binary oppositions that make up Irish identity, including Irish/English
and Catholic/Protestant, that are inherited from history and perpetuated in present-day Ireland. When these binaries are aligned with
good/evil, for example, and then used to construct identity, they can be
and, indeed, have proven destructive. Although ultimately impossible
to eliminate, such binaries form a destructive model of Irish identity.
Deane seeks to find new, less-destructive approaches to these categories
and the complex, heart-wrenching conflicts they represent. I shall discuss three binary oppositions that characterize Deane's wresde with
Irish identity, reading Reading in the Dark as an artistic expression of
the political ideas found in Deane's nonfiction.
That Deane would discuss the Irish identity through literary and not
historical precedent is not surprising, considering the current conflation
of the history/literature binary. Echoing Louis Montrose's "Historicity
of Texts, Textuality of History," Deane asserts the impracticality of the
history/literature binary:
Literature can be written as History, History as Literature. It
would be foolhardy to choose one among the many competing variations and say that it is true on some specifically historical or literary basis. Such choices are always moral and/or
aesthetic. They always have an ideological implication.
("Heroic Styles" 45)
For Deane there is no such thing as an unbiased history, and because
histories are no more valid than fictions, no single version of history can
be privileged over another. In an introductory essay to Nationalism,
Colonialism, and Literature, Deane applies his assessment of the history/
literature binary co nationalist literature. He argues that insurgent
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nationalists use literature "to create a version of history for themselves."
In such a manufactured history,
their intrinsic essence has always manifested itself, thereby
producing readings of the ·past that are as monolithic as that
which they are trying to supplant. They are usually, as in Ireland, under the additional disadvantage that much of their
past has been destroyed, silenced, erased. ("Introduction" 9)
Deane acknowledges that the Irish need, but can never achieve, an
accurate understanding of their past. At least, the effort to create to
respond to the oppressor's version of history with one's own is fraught
with paradox.
Nevertheless, conscious of the paradox, Deane asserts his own reading
of history, which interestingly enough is concerned primarily with literature. In "The Production of Cultural Space in Irish Writing," Deane maps
out the "process whereby the urge to make what was strange-a recalcitrant Ireland-familiar, a part of the United Kingdom" (120), an urge that
I perceive as a move to unify the two binaries. Throughout the article,
Deane points out the impossibility of merging several cultural binaries. In
the late eighteenth century, Irish nationalists attempted to meld the
"Gaelic-/ and English-language traditions in poetry, [... ] an attempt to
reconcile in the field of literature what had become irreconcilable in the
field of politics" (121). In the nineteenth century, Irish writing was seen as
"anachronistic," in need of being "coerced out of its willfully nonmodern,
even antimodern, condition so that it can be cleared for the initiation of
modernity" (123). This coercion was done by simultaneously recording
and thereby destroying (silencing) Irish folklore. But by the turn of the
century, Ireland's anachronism became seen "as a unique form of modernity, the form that was opposed to modernization and was, in consequence, culturally richer" (124). Writers turned to Celtic lore as a legitimizing source of anachronistic/modern lrishness, a move that only
superficially represents the merging of Protestant and Catholic in the
"Celtic spirit" by writers such as Yeats. 2 The fallacy of this move, meant to
' Deane scares, "Once the Irish revival had, through Standish O'Grady, Sigerson, and
Years, established chat chis 'Celtic spirit' was Protestant as well as Catholic, a form of
Protestant dissent chat repudiated the modern world just as much as Catholic loyalty
to ancient forms had resisted it, the cul rural version of the solidarity of the Irish
national community was complete" (Production 125).
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fuse Protestant/Catholic and Irish/English into a single Irish culture, will
be discussed below.
But first, let us turn to the novel. Given Deane's view on history, we
should not be surprised that history permeates Reading in the Dark.
However, we should be hesitant to interpret the novel (despite its many
historical allusions, ranging from Celtic myth to IRA uprisings) as a
rewriting of Irish history in order to produce a more authentic, "historically accurate" Irish cultural identiry. This is most clearly illustrated by
the text the boy narrator reads in the dark, entitled The Shan van Vocht.
The book's political goal is to retell the rebellion of 1798. After he turns
off the light, the boy would "lie there, the book still open, re-imagining
all [he] had read, the various ways the plot might unravel, the novel
opening into endless possibilities in the dark" (20) . The boy's access to
the true story of Ireland is mediated by the text, which leaves open "endless possibilities" to its meaning. His imaginings are as important as the
text in creating the story he reads. Indeed, he enters into this fictive
world, conversing with the heroine, Ann, and refusing to leave her to
fight in the rebellion. In the darkness of the present, he can rewrite "history" any way he wishes. The book cannot be expected to reveal a single,
true History to the boy; rather, history is malleable, changed by the
reader who participates in its creation.
The Shan van Vocht is a phonetic rendering of an Irish phrase meaning
"The Poor Old Woman, a traditional name for Ireland" (19). The boy's
reading is connected to the larger issue of connecting to a true history of
Ireland. His text is Ireland, a repressed Ireland. As a translated text, The
Shan van Vocht (or Ireland) is already linguistically and metaphorically
removed from its original context, further complicating an attempt to
read it aright. The boy's participation in creating a version of history
suggests that reconstructing Ireland's history is likewise inextricably inaccurate, requiring the reader to fill in gaps with her own narrative. At
best, the reader can be conscious of the limits of a text and her participation in creating its meaning.
If Deane does not attempt a portrayal of a single, true history in
Reading in the Dark, he does use the novel to show how a politicized
version of history perpetuates destructive prejudices, prejudices that,
again, are based on binaries that deconstruct. The stereotypes that
form reality in Reading in the Dark are based on the destructive
Catholic/Protestant binary opposition, a dichotomy based on religious
vocabulary that disguises political work. Considering this political
manipulation, the Catholic/Protestant binary can be seen as being an
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arbitrary division of people. It may be surprising chat an Irish artist
would consider the deeply rooted Catholic/Protestant division in Ireland as arbitrary, political, or destructive. But as Terry Eagleton, writing
for Deane's Field Day enterprise, notes:
All oppositional politics thus move under the sign of irony,
knowing themselves ineluctably parasitic on their antagonises.
Our grudge against the ruling order is not only chat it has
oppressed us in our social, sexual, or racial identities, but that
it has thereby forced us to lavish an extraordinary amount of
attention on these things, which are not in the long run all
that important. (26)
While oppositional political binaries may be arbitrary and ironically
parasitic (i.e. , Catholic is defined as everything "not Protestant," and vice
versa), they are nevertheless undeniably real and, in Ireland, painfully
destructive. In fact, Reading in the Dark illustrates how, as Deane states in
a Field Day essay, the Northern Irish "communities have become stereotyped into their roles of oppressor and victim to such an extent that the
notion of a Protestant or a Catholic sensibility is now assumed to be a
fact of nature rather than a product of[ ...] very special and ferocious
conditions" ("Heroic Styles" 54). It is against the perceived "naturalness"
of Ireland's Protestant-Catholic division that Deane argues.
Reading in the Dark opens up a space wherein we can see the artifice
of dividing along the religiopolicical boundary of Protestant and
Catholic. We see this particularly in how chis ideology (or politically
informed "history") is passed from one generation to another. The novel
shows how various ideological apparatuses of the state (family, school,
church) inculcate the boy with a destructive, politicized version of history.
Deane shows the boy is at first innocent, unprejudiced; he must learn the
ideological stereotypes in order to adopt the prejudices against the Protestants. Early in his life, the boy witnesses an accident in which another
boy is run over by a lorry. One of the policemen, a Protestant, who is
investigating the accident vomits at the sight of the dead body. The narrator feels the same "vertigo" chat the policeman feels and thus feels "pity
for the man. But chis seemed wrong; everyone hated the police, told us to
stay away from chem, chat they were a bad lot. So I said nothing" (11).
In contrast to his sympathy with the enemy, the boy feels "scarcely anything for [the dead boy's] mother or the lorry driver, both of whom I
knew" (11). But a year later someone retells the story, this time with the
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policemen deliberately running over the boy. The narrator's sympathies
transfer from the Protestant policeman to the Catholic mother and lorry
driver, and the guilt of feeling pity before for the policeman is allayed.
His feelings have been brought into conformity with his community's
stereotypes through a politically constructed version of history, reality,
and nature.
Since models of identity that depend on binary oppositions are arbitrary and destructive and focus our attention on unimportant differences,
they should be abolished. But equally destructive can be the attempt
to unify binary oppositions, as in the attempts to unify Ireland and
England. Reading in the Darl!s epigraph, taken from "She Moved
through the Fair," compares the unification of England and Ireland to
marriage: "The people were saying no two were e'er wed / But one had a
sorrow that never was said." According to the poem, marriage, or the unifying of sexual opposites, results in the sorrow of one person in the pair.
The parallel between marriage and the unification (cultural assimilation
or appropriation) of Ireland and England is evident, with Ireland as the
suffering, silent partner. As past efforts show, unifying Catholic and
Protestant difference cannot be achieved through rewriting a new political version of history. Though rhetorically sophisticated, unifying oppositions ignores the real, oppressive conditions of present-day Ireland.
Reading in the Dark refutes the historical attempts to unify the inherited, divisive stereotypes. Because of the negative results of trying to
bring binary opposites together, there is no obvious attempt at political
reconciliation between the Catholics and the Protestants presented in the
novel. Continuing the marriage metaphor, the book the boy reads in
the dark belonged to his mother before she was married. She had written
her maiden name on the flyleaf. "The ink had faded, but the letters were
very clear. They seemed strange to me, as though they represented someone she was before she was the mother I knew" (19). The boy later learns
that his mother possibly went into her marriage knowing that her father,
a strong nationalist, ordered the execution of her husband's brother on
false accusations of treason. The boy's parents' relationship as a result is
strained and fraught with suffering. The unifying of the two families
should never have taken place.
Instead of trying to unify opposites, Deane exposes ideology by blurring binaries and, in a broader sense, opening up a gap wherein we can see
ideology for what it is: a fraud. However, Deane also shows that exposing
the artifice of ideology simultaneously destroys those that depend on
binaries to construct reality. Reading in the Darl!s most engaging example
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of blurring binaries-and the destructive effects of doing so-is found in
a story told by the boy's aunt Katie. In the story, two orphans, a brother
and sister, are sent by their uncle to live with the nanny. The girl "was
dark, the boy was fair" (64). The orphans, Francis and Frances, are obviously a binary pair: male and female, light and dark. But when the nanny
refuses to let them visit their parents' grave, the distinctions that make
them opposite begin to blur. The boy becomes dark-haired and the girl,
fair. But when the nanny takes the children to a priest, they switch back
before he sees them. Back at home, the children continue to change,
until they change sexes: "The boy was a girl, and the girl was a boy" (67).
After this, the children swap incidental features, like eye color and height,
driving the nanny mad. Finally, the children change back and forth so
rapidly before the nanny's eyes, that she could no longer tell "which was
the boy, which the girl" (71). The nanny remains mute the rest of her
life. Through this tragic story-within-the-story, Deane comments on the
danger of rigid dependence on oppositional metaphors that result in
muteness and madness.
Obviously, the binaries that form our metaphors are not only sexual;
they may just as easily be political. In fact, the lesson taken from the
story-that dependence on binaries is destructive-seems to apply not so
much to gender, but, again, to Ireland's political strife. According to
Eagleton, "If the binary opposition between 'man' and 'woman' can
always be deconstructed-if each term can always be shown to inhere
parasitically within the other-then just the same is true of the opposition
between those other virulently metaphysical forms of identity, Catholic
and Protestant" (24). 3
Ireland's political strife is represented in the boy's family. Paralleling
the nanny's experience, the boy's mother witnesses the destruction of her
constructed political reality. Just as the gender lines blur in Aunt Katie's
story, the lines between Catholic and Protestant blur in the mother's
' Eagleton shows the parasitic nature as follows: "Catholic, of course, means universal;
so there is something curious in using it to define a particular kind of national identity. There is a good Joycean irony involved in establishing one's Irish identity by reference to a European capital. But the claim of the Roman Catholic church to universality
is in any case only necessary once that status has been challenged by Protestantism,
and so is no sooner raised than refuted, denying in the very act of assertion. Protestantism, on the other hand, is in one sense an aberration from such universal identity,
an affirmation of national difference; yet it takes the historical form of a return to the
pure universal essence of Christianity which the Church of Rome has supposedly
contaminated" (24-25).
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world. Because the nanny in the story depends too much on binary
oppositions, Aunt Katie says that a "blight's on that family to this very
day" (73). Because the boy's mother has been taught to depend on
Catholics always being good and Protestants bad, she also passes on a
blight to her family when this model deconstructs. Her father ordered the
death of her husband's brother based on inaccurate information relating
that the brother was an informer. Her lmowledge of the execution shatters
her association of the Catholic political cause with the right. Like the
nanny, the mother descends into madness and muteness. That is, destroying the binaries that form an individual's reality, and thus her identity,
corresponds to a destruction of self. Likewise, if Ireland's Catholics
depend on the Other for defining the self, then destroying the Other (or
even the binary) destroys the self. Again, Deane would point us to seek
out new metaphors for understanding reality and the self.
Reading in the Dark then is not so much Deane's solution to the
conflict in Northern Ireland, as it is his representation of the troubles
there. He shows the complexity of the issues, without attempting to
simplify them. By putting the conflict in an aesthetic form, Deane makes
the novel do political work, exposing the false dichotomies set up by the
Catholic/Protestant, Irish/English oppositions. Deane's solution is articulated by Eagleton, who posits that Marx believed "that to undo this
alienation [caused by class] you had to go, not around class, but somehow
all the way through it and out the other side" (23). Deane, paraphrasing
Eagleton, states, "The oppositional terms it [nationalism] deploys are the
very terms it must ultimately abolish. Yet such abolition is not an easy,
peremptory gesture. The divisions of English and Irish, Protestant and
Catholic, must be lived through in the present" ("Introduction" 4). That
is, throwing out the oppositions immediately may have extremely
destructive implications.
"Living through" the binary oppositions implies that we can no
more ignore the arbitrary difference between them than we could
ignore the differences between man and woman. Solutions to the
conflict in Northern Ireland must deal squarely with the political
realities of the present. At the same time, Deane's solution implies that
another rewriting of history, meant to formulate a new present, is
inefficient. Real history is always inaccessible to us; no number of perspectives will get us there. And we especially cannot expect to get at
real history through literature, which is unavoidably based on ideology
that masks over history with its own politically charged history. Instead
of rewriting history, Deane exposes through the novel the destructive
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effects of the binaries on individuals. He also shows in literature-so
perhaps it can be avoided in reality-what happens when the binaries
break down.
"Living through" does not mean to casually pass over the painful,
difficult information. It is pursuing as accurate a version of the past,
accepting the truth of it, even if it is incomplete, even if it is painful. In a
pivotal chapter near the end of the novel entitled ''All of It?" the narrator
pieces together the fragmented accounts of his family's past that he has
heard throughout his life. With a considerable degree of speculation,
leaving some questions unanswered, he eventually arrives at a plausible
history of his family that explains the mystery, the silences, and the
heartache of his past. Though he has begun to understand his past and
himself, the burden of the knowledge, which he shares only with his
mother, is difficult to bear. The close of this chapter reveals the central
mystery of the novel-the fate of the narrator's paternal uncle Eddieand how his mother discovered the secret:
Her father must have told her that; what he hadn't told her,
not until just before he died, was the truth about what had
happened to Eddie. She knew it all now. She knew I knew
it too. And she wasn't going to tell any of it. Nor was I. But
she didn't like me for knowing it. And my father thought
he had told me everything. I could tell him nothing,
though I hated him not knowing. But only my mother
could tell him. No one else. Was it her way of loving him,
not telling him? It was my way of loving them both, not
telling either. But knowing what I did separated me from
chem both. (194)
But telling, celling one's own version of the truth, celling one's pain,
may be the only solution. The narrator's mother tells him of a conversation berween her and a Sergeant Burke, who comes seeking corroborating
evidence for his police files on her father. Burke says, "Politics destroyed
people's lives in this place .... People were better not knowing some
things, especially the younger people, for all chat bother dragged on them
all their lives, and what was the point?" (215). As if in response, afrer the
conversation, the boy imagines a conversation with his mother, one that
he wishes he could have: "What you don't know doesn't hurt you ....
What I don't know and you won't tell, that does hurt me" (216). For the
narrator, not knowing but imagining alternatives to the past is "worse
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than having just one set of facts, the one story that cancelled all the others,
the one truth she could tell. But everyone who had been there was dead
or in exile or silenced one way or the other" (216-17). If any healing is
to occur in Ireland, full disclosure of the past as experienced by one generation must be passed on to the next.
For Deane, part of living through the paradoxes afflicting Irish identity
is to turn the conflict into art. Reading in the Dark perhaps does not give
solutions to the troubles, but may be a solution itself. The memoirs of
the unnamed narrator take us back through his personal history. As readers,
we too live through the experience. We may not understand perfectly, but
we understand better. While the narrator remains unnamed throughout
the novel, we are left suspecting that the childhood of the narrator growing
up in the 1940s in Derry shares at least some biographical features with
Deane, also born in Derry in 1940. For Deane, telling his story, as
mixture of fiction and history, is a constructive rather than destructive
way of grappling with the impossibly complex emergence of the colonized
from the colonizer. In the narrative, the binary oppositions that have long
troubled the quest for Irish national identity and the identity of self in
Ireland can exist side by side, they can dissolve, fuse into each other, or
ultimately be abolished-with results that are instructive. By telling a
story, Deane does not have to point fingers and perpetuate a cycle of
retribution. By accepting and representing his past, he lives through it
and emerges on the other side.
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S. ELIOT AND

THE AMERICAN TRADITION

Karl Thomas Rees

T

homas Stearns Eliot, arguably the most influential poet of the first
half of the twentieth century, is best known for his highly allusive
and at times eclectic poems: The Waste Land, Four Quartets, and 'The
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock." Born and educated in the United
States, Eliot moved to London in 1914 and lived there for the remainder
of his life. Like so many expatriate writers and artists of the period, Eliot
felt that America had nothing to offer the modern artist. As both his allusive style and his fascination with pure British culture (he assumed British
citizenship and joined the Anglican church in 1927) attest to, Eliot felt
America lacked a rich tradition upon which to found its art. His landmark 1920 essay, "Tradition and the Individual Talent," which served as
the foundation of literary criticism for decades afterwards, outlines the
importance of tradition in the creation of art. "No poet," he argues, "has
his complete meaning alone." Instead, he insists that "the whole of the
literature of Europe ... has a simultaneous existence and composes a
simultaneous order." Because of this, Eliot felt that for the poet, the
European tradition-the "mind of Europe"-was "more important than
his own private mind" (1406).
T. S. Eliot's "Tradition and the Individual Talent" is unique in that
Eliot, as an American, insists that literature can find its greater purpose in
the traditions of a land to which he, at least at the time of its writing, did
not belong. In seeking a tradition rooted in the "mind of Europe," he
apparently rejects his own American roots, founded on the likes of
Hawthorne, Emerson, and Whitman. However, a survey of American
thought both contemporary to and immediately preceding "Tradition
and the Individual Talent" shows that Eliot's essay is the inevitable product of the developing American tradition. Eliot's preoccupation with the
"mind of Europe" is the direct consequence of both his conscious attempt
to escape a confused American tradition and his unconscious subjection
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to America's "mel ting pot" of Western civilization. le is my intent to
show, through nineteenth-century social commentaries and a selection of
early twentieth-century articles from the magazine The Dial, the historical context behind "the mind of Europe."
One can hardly consider coincidental Eliot's failure to mention
anything of an American tradition in "Tradition and the Individual Talent." Critic Lee Oser notes chat "the American melting pot clearly threatened traditions chat Eliot ... prized above all others" (56). For Eliot,
Americanism represented the demise of pure culture and the art chat
related it. In a 1928 preface to E. A. Mowrer's This American World, for
example, he labeled Americanism as a "malady" chat threatened co infect
Europe (qcd. in Oser 55). Eliot is not the only critic to place Americanism
in chis context. Fear chat America, due to its lack of a solid tradition,
could not support an art of lasting value was quite common co the era.
James Oppenheim, whose 1920 essay "Poetry-Our First National Arc"
possesses much of the same concern for tradition as "Tradition and the
Individual Talent," expresses concern chat "One might expect then that
an American national art would be an impossibility" (238). Maxwell
Bodenheim, writing a year earlier, rebukes those consciously seeking an
American art, claiming that "American art will attain a national shading
with the slow march of centuries" (544). The flight of the expatriates to
Europe during this period evidences the reality of these fears.
America's lack of a tradition must be understood in the context of
earlier discussions concerning tradition and civilization, especially in relation to Europe. Benjamin Kidd, who in 1894 authored the book Social
Evolution, relies heavily on the notion that Western civilization exists as
"a single organic growth" (186). Characteristic to chis talk of Western
civilization as an emerging organism is an overwhelming pride in its
assumed superiority. In his preface, Kidd talks of the "immense part
which the English-speaking peoples-if true to their own traditions-are
not improbably destined to play in the immediate future of the world"
(ix) . One immediately notices Kidd's emphasis on the condition that
English-speaking people must keep their traditions. Obviously, the belief
that a loss of tradition represents a loss of power precedes Eliot. Perhaps
what is most unique about Kidd's analysis of Western civilization, however, is his identification of a "motive force" moving it by means of a general "altruistic feeling" which Europe's culture has developed (185). Kidd
claims that each citizen of Western civilization is "unconsciously influenced by it ... in every moment of [their] lives" (189). These same definitions of a "motive force" are behind the works of twentieth-century
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writers as well. Oppenheim argues that poetry becomes America's first
national art because of how easily it reveals the "unconscious of the
poet." This unconscious, in turn, reveals "something passed on to the poet
through a long descent" (239). Oppenheim is essentially outlining a "common racial inheritance" (239) deeper than any individual European nation.
It must be remembered, of course, that Kidd and his book are decidedly American in origin. So, also, it is important to note that the next
author I will mention , Charles Morris, is decidedly American. His novel
The Aryan Race, predating Kidd's by about six years, may, in its name,
stir up haunting images of Nazi fanaticism in the mind of the contemporary reader. Reading it in connection with Eliot also leads naturally to
questions of anti-Semitism. Yet, the attitudes that Morris gives voice
to, in their historical context, are rooted in the same concept of an
unconscious European race that transcends nationality.
The notion of an Aryan race, according to Morris, relies less on
historical fact than an "unconscious history" (2). Of this unconscious
history, Morris says:
We are ignorant of the numbers of its people, the location
and extent of its territory, the period of its early development.
But we know much of its basal history,-that history which
has wrought itself deeply into the language, customs, beliefs,
and institutions of its modern descendants , and which crops
out everywhere through the soil of modern European
civilization. (3)

It would be presumptuous to remark that this conception parallels the
conception of America. The importance of the Aryan, not American,
tradition is manifest throughout the book, and Morris shows as much
intrigue with this Aryan tradition as Eliot does with "the whole of the
literature of Europe." Of particular significance in relation to Eliot is
Morris's bold proclamation of the importance of the Aryan literary
tradition, which is undoubtedly the mind of Europe that Eliot seeks:
"so far as the intellectual value of literary work is concerned, the
Aryans have gone almost infinitely beyond the remainder of mankind"
(243) . Even in Morris's substantial cataloging of the literary traditions
of the "remainder of mankind" (see 243-72), there is no mention of an
American tradition.
It was this void of a motive force as well as the lack of impermanence
chat caused such anxiery concerning the American tradition. There were
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many who felt that the American tradition should remain the offspring
of American colonialism. Eliot, certainly, found comfort in the Puritan
tradition. Yet, the reality of American diversity precluded the predominance of a colonial tradition. Oppenheim says that it was the task of the
American poets "to throw overboard those traditions" and then "to find an
expression more native to ourselves" (240). In Bodenheim's opinion, even
the legacy of American forefathers and pioneers was suspect, offering only
a "deceptive cohesion unsupported by any permanent, inner response in
the individual" (544). If the very roots of the American nation could not
support a tradition, then the question immediately became, what could?
Nations such as France and Russia, contended Oppenheim, achieved their
tradition through an "organic fusion" and "unconscious identity," yet
Americans existed merely as a collection of immigrants (238) . Without
what Bodenheim calls "esthetic ties or emotional undercurrents" (544) it
would be impossible to find an American mode of expression. Certainly
the chaos prevented Eliot from writing the same words about America as
he did about Europe-that America had "a simultaneous existence and
compose[d] a simultaneous order" ("Tradition" 1406).
Eastern European immigration, more than any other factor, was seen
as the root of the chaos. In 1914, Wallace Rice summed up Professor
Ross's complaint that, as a result of immigration, "our national types of
beauty must suffer" (339). Rice notes that many Americans esteemed
America's past for its "power of assimilation" (337), but Ross lamented
the fact that modern immigration diluted the intellectual quality of
America. "Europe [now] retains most of her brains," he said, adding,
"there is little sign of an intellectual element among the Magyars,
Russians, South Slavs, Italians, Greeks, or Portuguese" (338-39). It is,
of course, highly unlikely that Rice's measurement of intellect was
quantitative. Those nations he listed represented a different, and hence
undesirable, tradition. In hopes of retaining some sense of stability in
already established traditions, there was a general urgency, as Carl H.
Grabo points out, to "Americanize the immigrant more effeciently"
(539). In this vein,Winifred Kirkland asks "how so beautiful a thing as
the spirit of America ... is to be transmitted to the ignorant and downtrodden who seek our shores" (537). However, for Eliot and countless
others who embarked on a quest to find permanence in tradition, no
amount of Americanization would create the same genuine sense of
tradition. Just as Eliot saw the European past being altered by the present
("Tradition" 1406), the tide of immigration permanently altered the
course of the once colonial American tradition.

T.

s. ELIOT AND THE AMERICAN TRADJTION 6,

It is easy to recognize a confused sense of tradition as a primary
motive in Eliot's rejection of the American tradition. It is intriguing,
however, to discover that Eliot's attempt to define himself within an allencompassing European tradition was largely an American concern.
First, however, it is important to note that immigration created the
framework for a largely unconscious, multicultural movement in America. This multiculturalism, of course, hardly qualifies as multiculturalism
in its contemporary sense. It did, however, make possible for the first
time the idea of a comprehensive and unified "mind of Europe."
In his 1919 article ''Americanizing the Immigrant," Grabo presents
the ideas of Reverend Enrico C. Sartorio. Recognizing that Americanizing young Italians by teaching them only English alienates them
from their home life, Sartorio proposes that they be taught in Italian,
with the intent of helping them "realize that they are connected by
blood with a race of glorious traditions." Furthermore, Grabo offers
the words of English immigrant Horace J. Bridges. Bridges advocates
keeping alive Italian and German art, "not for the sake of the Old
World, but as elements contributory to the American culture." It is
Bridges's hope that America can produce "a new rype of national character ... by the cross-fertilization" of its European members (qtd. in
Grabo 540).
In suggesting that America arrive at its art through a synthesis of all
its European cultures, Bridges captures the essence of an argument supported by many other critics. In Kirkland's essay, ''Americanization and
Walt Whitman," she introduces the poet as a potential source of dialogue
between the immigrant and America. Oppenheim also sees Whitman
as a solution, claiming chat Americans find their first national art in
Whitman. He explains that Whitman gave America "something universal
... in the broadest sense-something equally the property of every
race .... We are all this universal masked by Americanism .... Walt was
Dutch, yet Carl Sandburg, who is Swedish, can prance his soul out to the
same tunes and get a national expression with only a slightly different
tinge" (240) . The implication is that America makes possible the realization of commonalities historically inconceivable throughout Europe.
America, essentially, creates the "mind of Europe," and does so through
poetry. Oppenheimer relates that poetry can "allow that mystic depth
which is common to all men" (240), and he illustrates the potential of
American poetry, by virtue of its multicultural influences, co penetrate co
the roots of Western civilization. Eliot himself agrees chat the American
tradition is rooted in the whole of Europe and has thus made possible the
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Americanized conception of the "mind of Europe." In the aforementioned 1928 preface, Eliot explains:
[Mowrer] inquires into the origin, as well as the nature, of
Americanism; traces it back to Europe; and finds chat what
are supposed co be specifically American qualities and vices,
are merely the European qualities and vices given in a new
growth in a different soil. ... Americanization, in shore,
would probably happen anyway; America itself has merely
accelerated the process. (Qtd in Oser 55)

In trying to escape Americanization and the void of the American
tradition, the "mind of Europe" chat Eliot seeks results from the same
events that supposedly render America devoid of any obvious tradition.
When Eliot speaks, then, of the "mind of Europe" as "a mind which
changes ... which abandons nothing en route" (1406), it must be
remembered that this mind exists because of the greatest change of allthe emergence of a multicultural America chat, because it cannot find its
roots in one tradition, must therefore search for a common mode of
expression in the unconscious whole of Europe. Ironically, in trying to
escape from the void of the American tradition, Eliot embraces what may
indeed be the only understanding of a tradition possible in a land of
immigrants.
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TANKA

Laura Stott

Between the mountains,
the walls of canyon are like
the wings of blackbirds.
Aspen stretch white necks in flight.
On caw, we forget to breathe.

excerpt from

ORIGINS

Xochitl Michaela Anson
mito

Como piedras en el rio, ellos vivian muy cerca en los barrios de la
Ciudad de Mexico. Alli, ellos lavaban su ropa en rocas en la provision de agua sin jab6n y bebian de la raiz. Era un lugar de tradici6n, una epoca inolvidable, d6nde cada persona era conocida y se
conocian ellos mismos. Dejando todas las generaciones alli en la
tierra, en el aire, en el coraz6n de un Iago antiguo, ellos despertaron y caminaron hacia atras. Vinieron las familias. Gonzalez,
Hernandez, Ybarra, Lara, Villalpando, Mufi.oz , Garcia. Llegaron
juntas y otras, llegaron afi.os despues . Pero codos se establecieron
en Banning donde los damascos estaban maduros y los arboles
cubrian las colinas.

logico
Con el acontecirniento de la revoluci6n rnexicana, una
gran cantidad de inrnigrantes poblaron en el area del
Paso de San Gorgonio . Muchas farnilias se establecieron
en un pueblito llarnado Banning. Fue fundado principalrnente corno una parada para las diligencias y una
estaci6n para el "pony express," Banning tenia que extender sus l,rnites. El pueblito despues se conocia corno "La
puerta al desierto," un gran sitio de negocios y cornunicaciones para las areas vecinas.

ORIGINS

Like stones in the river they had all lived very close together, in
the barrios of Mexico City. There they had scrubbed their clothes
on rocks in the water supply with no soap and drank from the
root. It was a place of tradition and a time of unforgetting, where
every person was known to the ochers and even to oneself. Leaving
all generations in the land, in the air, in the heart of an ancient
lake, they awakened and walked backwards. The families came.
Gonzalez , Hernandez, Ybarra, Lara, Vi llalp ando, Munoz, Garda.
They came together and some, years apart. But they all settled in
Banning, where the apricots were ripe and th e t rees covered the
hills.

With the rise of revolution in Mexico, a vast number of
immigrants settled in the San Gorgonio Pass area. Several
families settled in a small town called Banning. Founded
primarily as a stagecoach stop and outlet for the pony
express, Banning was forced to extend its boundaries . The
town would later be known as "the gateway to the
desert," a major site of trade and communication for
surrounding areas.
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gemo
Mis prirneros recue rdos son de mi farnilia-los parientes que vivian en
una casa ce rca d e la esquina, o por la calle una o dos cuadras m;'1s adelante. Siempre ce rca para llenar la cocina, para re1rn~jar las hojas de
tamales en la casa de mi Lita (mi bisabuela) , siempre ce rca para las fiestas e n el Club Litino, para las pi11atas y el mole. Habia quincea11eras,
las Pascuas, las salsas ~- los 110pales. Mi familia-recue rdo una vez salirnos de la casa, pero volvimos. No hay ningun lugar a d(mde podamos
ir. Todos regresamos.

mito

Todo el mundo los miraba fijamence miencras venian con panuelos en la
cabeza, los pies sucios y las caras oscuras. Vieron las huellas que los californianos habian dejado mas de cien afios antes. Suaves impresiones
todavia visibles por los baches polvorientos de vag6n. Todavfa.
Escuchando a la tierra, ellos ofan un suave ritmo, de pies tambolrileand~l ritmo de sus corazones, la danza de sus ojos y la canci6n en sus
labios. La canci6n eterna sonaba en sus orejas miencras venfan . Hernandez, Ybarra y Villapando vivfan en el barrio el sapo, situado del sudeste
del pueblito. Lara, Mufi.oz y Garcia vivfan en el lagarto, mas abajo de! el
sapo. Y Gonzalez vivfa arriba de las vfas del tren, al !ado de un terreno
vado, arriba del el sapo. Cada dia, ellos subfan las colinas para obtener
los damascos, miencras los nifios iban a la escuela indfgena y sus cabezas
eran inspecionadas para piojos.

logico
Banning est6 veinte millas al oeste de Palm Springs situado en un valle conocido por su clima moderada y a
veces con vientos fuertes. El tiempo y la tierra son ideales
para la agricultura . A principios de los anos 1900, Los
Rutherford, una dinastia del pueblito, eran duenos de la
mayoria de Banning Heights y tenian numerosos huertos
de duraznos y damascos. Los Rutherford empleaban
muchas familias inmigrantes y buscaban trabajadores de
Mexico durante la Primera Guerra Mundial.

ORIGINS

MY earliest memories are of my family , the extended family that lived
around the corner, or down the street a block or two. Always near to
crowd the kitchen, to soak the h<~ias for tamales at my Lita's house,
always near for parties at Club Latino, for piiiatas and mole. There were
quinceaneras and !:-:asters, salsas and nopales. My family-I remember
us leaving home once, but we returned. There is nowhere we can really
go. \Ve all return.

Everyone stared at chem as they came with scarved heads, dirty feet and
swarthy faces. They saw the footsteps chat the Californios had left more
than a hundred years before. Smoothed impressions were still apparent
through dusty wagon ruts. Still. Listening to the soil they heard a faint
rhythm, of feet drumming-the beat of their hearts , the dance in their
eyes and the song on their lips. The timeless song sounded in their ears as
they came. Hernandez, Ybarra and Villalpando lived in el sapo, the barrio
in the southeast part of town. Lara, Munoz and Garcia in el lagarco
below el sapo. And Gonzalez, above the tracks next to an empty lot just
above el sapo. Everyday they trekked up the hills of the bench to pick
apricots, while the children went to the Indian school and had their
heads checked for lice.

Banning is twenty miles west of Palm Springs nestled in
a valley known for its moderate weather and occasional
strong winds. The climate and soil are ideal for planting.
In the early 1 900s, the Rutherfords, a small town dynasty,
owned most of the Banning Heights and numerous peach
and apricot orchards. Rutherford employed many immigrant families and recruited migrants from Mexico during
the First World War.
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genio
Mi primo Tom{ts, el cual llam[1bamos Zoro, mientras conducia, se fue
por un precipicio. ti y su amigo (pienso que era un Garcia) habian
subido la montafta a un bar en ldylwild. No habia barrios alli y fueron
atacados, amenazados que nunca regresaran. Supongo que el hablar no
fue bastante para aquellos hombres ya que despues, ellos pe rsiguieron a
Tommy bajo la cuesta empinada. Aun est;1 alli. Enterrado profundamente en el barranco, mojoso con sangre y mutila<lo como un c,uTo de
_juguete masticado. No puedo deiar de mirar ca<la vez que paso por el
camino, buscando c;u-as torcidas y por miembros retorcidos. Mi tia
tenia misa cada a1°10 en honor de Zorn, nosotros lle11{1bamos su casita
para escuchar oraciones en latin y los murmullos 1m~jados de mis tias.
Una noche, me sente en el patio y me fije en la mrn'itana, veia a las
personas que subian la monta1ia en c;u-ro hacia ldylwild. Ellos subi;m el
zigzag de la calle torcida y las lures d e los carros cambiaban de blanco,
a rqjo, y despues a blanco otra vez. Durante todo este tiempo, ellos
nunca sabian que en la oscuridad, al !ado de esa enorme piedra negra,
ellos habian formado una gigantesca "Z."

ORIGINS

My cousin Tommy, we called him Zorn, dro\'e off a cliff. He and his
friend (I think he \\'as a Carda) had gone up to a bar in ldylwild. There
are no barrios there and they were jumped, told never to come back. I
guess talking isn't enough for men like that because they chased
Tommy do\\"n the steep grades. It's still there. Buried deep in the gorge,
rusty with blood and mangled like a chewed toy car. I can't help looking, even now, for twisted faces and gnarled limbs. My tia used to hold
mass for Zorn every ye,u-, ;md we would crowd into her little house to
hear prayers in Lttin and the wet murmurs or my tias. One night I sat
in the yard ,md stared at the mountain when all the people drove back
up ldylwild highway. They followed the zigzag of the windy road and
their car lights were white, then red, and then white again. All the while,
they never knew that in the dark, against that black massive rock, they
had formed a giant "Z."
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SLIDER:
CHAPTER ONE

Timnah Card
Fifteen-year-old Harold Slider wanes to save someone-he just doesn't know who.
Melanie, the girl next door, is a great friend and a darn good kisser, bur she's pretty selfsufficient. Harold tries to rescue another girl at school, Bobbie Sue Langer (known
behind her back as Bopsie Lingerie), who might be having a bit more than boyfriend
trouble. Then again, she might not. Harold doesn't know for sure. He just knows he has
to save her .. . but who's going to save him?

leaned into the screen, pushing the mesh out till I could see the girl
dancing on the lawn next door. I'm pretty good with comic book
figures, like superheroes and stuff, but actual, real people still fascinate
me. I can't draw chem right, though I've learned some tricks chat help.
The art teacher at my high school in San Diego used to cell us to
measure proportions by holding up a pencil and then using our thumbs
to mark the ends of things. Then I figured out chat I could make a
three-dimensional image two-dimensional in my head and just draw
what I see. That works pretty good too.
But this chick next door kept moving around, and it was hard to get
her down on paper. She did some of the moves over and over, but coo
fast for me to draw-some of them looked kind of violent. Then she
yelled and punched the air, and I knew it was some kind of martial arc
thing. But it looked like dancing anyway.
So far I had her head-from the back, kind of off to the side, so her
ponytail looked real-and the line of her left side, and the top of her
right leg. I had to keep erasing everything else. I'd done her arms three
times already. I hate arms. I always make chem too long or too shore.
I probably could have drawn her better if I'd sat on the porch, instead
of peering out of a window ten feet off the ground, but she'd probably
freak out if she saw a strange guy watching her do her stuff. Mom and
I just moved into the apartment yesterday.

I
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The windowsill I was sitting on didn't help my drawing any, either.
The sill was so narrow that I had to plant my foot on Mom's battered old
coffee table to keep my head against the screen, and my drawing pad
kept slipping down. But the sun was setting, and the light flowing past
the end of the girl's house sent these great shadows flickering across
her body as she dipped and turned. I wanted to figure out that play of
light and dark before the sun went down.
The girl pranced out of sight again, her black ponytail bobbing. "No
no no," I whispered. "Come back." I leaned harder into the screen. She
did come back, but only partway. "Come on, dancing girl," I said. "I've
already got that side. Back up some more. Or even better, come dance by
the fence right up close."
The screen jerked out from my cheek, then gave completely. "Whoa!"
I yelled, grabbing for the wall, the sliding windowpane, anything. One
forearm slammed into the metal window track on the wall behind me
and scraped along it-I tried to clutch the track, but my fingers popped
off the edge. I was falling too fast. I flailed my other hand for the
windowpane and missed.
Somebody screamed. I don't think it was me.

I turned facedown as I fell-hit the ground hands first and skidded
forward, my nose mashed into my cheek. I gasped and rolled onto my
back. White spots spun through an inky haze. Then the spots faded.
The sky above me was a blue so deep I could drown in it. I'd thought
no place could beat San Diego for blue sky, but this was it, crisp and
limitless. This was the real thing.
"Are you okay?" The dancing girl knelt beside me, her face framed in
sky. An egg-shaped face, a coppery oval with a pointed chin and a wide
mouth. Intense brown eyes gazing into mine, her hands on my face ...
her thumb tugged my right, bottom eyelid down.
"Do you know your name?" the girl asked.
"Hunh?"
"Your name. Can you tell me what it is?"
"Oh." She was beautiful. Why hadn't I seen that before?
"You stay right here. Don't you even wiggle your fingers. Just stay
put." And she was gone.
I had been ministered to by an angel. I realized I could still breathe.
"Oh God," I said.
Above me something pounded on wood. I inched my head around.

SLIDER

Sure enough, the girl was up the stairs, thumping at the apartment door.
She rang the bell too-ding-dong-ding-dong-ding-dong cascaded out the
window like dozens of tiny bells, hit with dozens of tiny hammers by
dozens of tiny elves.
My head began to hurt, especially my nose and the place on my forehead where I'd hit and skidded in the grass.
I heard the door open. "What is it?" Mom sounded kind of ticked off.
"There's a boy-"
"Harold!" Mom rushed down the stairs. "Are you hurt? Are you
bleeding anywhere?"
I sat up. The screen lay on the grass next to me. Mom kicked it aside
and grabbed my shoulders and then my head. She glared at me. "If
you've given yourself another concussion, young man, I will ground you
for a month."
"You might want to get him checked over by a doctor," the girl said,
coming back down the stairs. '.'Just in case."
Mom nodded, still angry. "The size of your medical bills this summer, " she muttered. She smacked my arm. "Can you stand up?"
I nodded and eased to my feet. Mom caught me when I staggered.
"Easy now," she said. "Up the stairs and lie down on the couch."
The girl stood back to let us by. She was almost as tall as me. I tried
to shake off Mom's grip, to show the girl that I could walk up the stairs
by myself, but Mom dug her fingernails into my arm.
"Do you have a doctor in town?" the girl asked as we lurched by. "You
just moved here, right?"
Mom answered her. "My sister just lives a couple of miles away. I'll
take him to her doctor."
"Because if you want, I could get my dad to come over when he gets
home from golfing. I bet he'd see him for free, since you're new neighbors
and all."
"We'll be all right. I'll just take him to Kathy's doctor."
Mom wanted to help me up the stairs, but no way I was going to put
my arm around her in front of a total stranger. Especially not if the stranger
was a gorgeous female. I ended up having to dutch the iron railing with
both hands in order to haul myself up to the apartment, Mom climbing up
behind me in case I fell. The girl followed us inside.
Cardboard boxes were still stacked everywhere, most of them open.
I crashed on the green couch in the living room, where one of our old
rotating fans swept around, blowing the flaps on the opened boxes up
and down like wings.
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Mom turned to the girl. "Really," she said, "we'll be fine. "
The girl looked worried. "I didn't mean it like a sales pitch," she said.
'Tm sorry if it sounded that way."
She stood half in the dark of the apartment and half in the light
from the door. Shadows again. My drawing pad. Was it outside on the
lawn? Had the girl seen it? Maybe it had fallen in the window well of
the apartment downstairs . I sat up, but Mom pushed me down again,
a little too hard. My brain bounced against my skull. "Ow," I said.
She barely glanced at me. "Sorry."
"Are you okay?" the girl asked me.
"Fine," I said. "Just dandy." Dumb, dumb. What kind ofloser says
"dandy"? I rubbed the scratched-up part of my forehead. Bits of grass
sprinkled my face, and I sneezed.
Pow! Brain ricochet, like the one before but times twelve. I clutched
my head.
"Please, Mrs.-"
"Slider," Mom said.
"Please, Mrs. Slider," the girl repeated. "Really, my dad would be glad
to see him."
"Thank you for your help." Mom stepped toward the girl, smiling the
way she does when she's going to say no. "You can tell your father that
he should be proud of you. What's your name?"
"Melanie. Melanie Davowitz."
Melanie Davowitz, I repeated to myself. Like honey and soda fizz
all swirled together.
"Well, you're certainly a quick thinker. Especially for someone so
young."
'Tm old enough to know when an injury is potentially serious."
Mom backed her out the door. "Fine. Thanks again." She shut the
door and turned around. "Well," she said, her hand on her hip. "I guess
I'd better call your aunt Kathy."
I washed my face while Mom phoned first Kathy, then the doctor's
office. The doctor had gone home for the day, but the answering service
referred us to a 24-hour clinic across town. Kathy said she'd come over
and drive us there, since Mom had sold our car to pay for the move from
San Diego.
I hadn't seen Kathy for years before we moved here. She came out to
California to visit us once when I was about eight, but after that there were
only a couple of phone calls a year until my dad left. When Mom saved up
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enough to buy the computer, she and Kathy started emailing each other
like technofiends.
While I was waiting for Mom to get off the phone, I found my
mechanical pencil on the carpet in the living room. I peered out the
window. There lay my drawing pad, dirty and crumpled in the bottom
floor window well. Mom said she'd get it for me when we left for the
clinic, and would I please stop wandering around and just sit somewhere.
I sat on the couch again. My whole body hurt and I was starting to
feel nauseated, like I always did when I concussed myself. Last time I'd
puked all over my bed. Mom had come into my room and stroked my
head until I felt better. Then she made me clean up the mess myself.
This time, my nose and hands were all scraped up, and my right ankle
was throbbing too. My foot must have actually dragged along the brick
wall of the apartment building on my way down. I was lucky I hadn't
been barefoot, like I usually am when I'm drawing in the house.

When Kathy pulled up in her tiny red hatchback, the window screen
was up on the porch, propped against the ironwork railing. Mom swung
the screen inside and locked the door.
"That was nice of her," I said, rubbing my eyes.
"You mean Kathy?" asked Mom.
"Melanie," I said, trying out the name and liking it. "It was nice of
her to bring the screen up."
Mom gave a short nod. "She seems like a nice girl."
"So why didn't you take her up on the doctoring thing? She said it
was free."
"We don't take handouts, honey," Mom said. "We can pay our own way."
I hitched myself down the stairs after her, clutching the railing. "I
don't think it was supposed to be a handout."
"If you don't take any favors from strangers, you don't have to repay
them."
What about repaying Kathy? But I knew better than to say that out
loud. Kathy wasn't a stranger; she was family, whatever that meant.
Besides, Mom was climbing down into the window well to get my drawing pad.
The first few pages of the pad were bent and a top corner was caked
with dirt, but it was okay. None of the pages were ripped, even. As I
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shuffled to the car, I flipped through the pages I'd done in colored pencil
and found the one with my line drawing of the girl-Melanie. Now I
wished I'd drawn her facing me, even though I was better at drawing
comic book characters than I was at real people. Could I get that kind of
beauty on paper?
Kathy reached across the seat and opened the door for my mom.
"How you feeling, Harold?" Kathy asked.
"Only two days in a new place and already he's conked his head,"
Mom said. She got in the backseat and let me sit up front next to Kathy.
I put on my seatbelt. "I don't think I'll puke in your car," I said.
Kathy laughed. "You look better than I thought you would, after a fall
like that. "
'Tm getting good at it."
"Your mom was telling me. You fell out of a tree, you fell when you
were skateboarding-"
"Trying to skateboard," I said. ''I'd never done it before."
Mom broke in, "So for his first time, he goes off to one of those halftubes or whatever they are, and jumps off the platform without a helmet."
"I didn't have a helmet."
Kathy laughed again. At least she didn't mention the third time my
head got whacked this summer-when Jason Farquhar and his buddies
caught me alone down by the old overpass. I knew Mom had told her
about it, too.
Kathy was our only family now, on Mom's side, anyway. She used to
live here in Holliday with their father, who was a real jerk, according
to Mom. Then, six months ago, the old guy died-spitting curses to the
last, Kathy said-and now we were living here in the same dinky little
town Mom had married Dad to get away from. I still wasn't sure how
I felt about our moving here so fast, but I actually kind of liked Aunt
Kathy. She seemed real.
Mom's dry voice came from the backseat. "If he bangs himself up any
more, they're going to think I did it."
I caught a sudden image of Dad, yelling at me in the kitchen ...
to change the subject, I said, "At least this time I met a girl because of it."
"Really." Kathy winked at me. "Is she girlfriend potential?"
That was a bit more personal than I wanted. "I don't know. She's
really pretty." I remembered how her face had looked surrounded by blue
sky. Like it belonged.
"I didn't think she was that pretty," Mom said. "Strong-willed, yes.
And she has a nice face. But I wouldn't say she was really pretty."
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"I would," I said.
"You just took a hie to the head." Boch Mom and Kathy laughed at
chat one.

I left my pad in the car when we got to the clinic. Since it was her
fourth time through chis and the glamour had worn off, I cold Mom she
could sit with Kathy out in the waiting room while I got looked over.
A distracted-looking guy felt my head and checked my eyes and moved
my arms and legs around. I said "nope" a lot and "ow" a couple of times.
He nodded whenever I said "ow."
"No breaks," the guy said at last. "You're lucky."
The inky haze was still hanging on at the edges of my vision. I pressed the
heels of my hands into my eyes. "I have another concussion, right?"
"And an ankle sprain." Then he laid a bunch of instructions on me
about not going into a coma while I was asleep, not walking around
more than I had to, not taking any more flying leaps out of apartment
buildings-scuff I could have told him myself.
"It's not like chis is my first concussion," I said.
"Yeah, that's what your mom said. Try sitting on the couch next time."
Then the guy wiped my forehead and nose and hands with alcohol
and taped gauze on me, and wrapped my ankle in an Ace bandage. He
wasn't too gentle, but I lived through it. I could always rewrap my ankle
lacer. The front desk gave Mom a paper with some more instructions on
it, and then they sent us home.

Outside, the sky was all purple except for a ribbon of pure gold down
over the western mountains. The gold leaked out into the purple, and
some stars poked through even in the bright part of the sky. The sun
rolled low in the golden bit. Indigo and dark mustard, I thought,
matching the colors with the pencils I kept in a canister under my bed.
And canary yellow for the scars.
The last two days had been warm, but Mom said it would get cold
soon. Almost in proof, the wind had picked up last night when
the sun went down. I'd left my bedroom window open all night to
catch it. The wind was blowing now too, and a wall of cool air swooshed
through the leaves in the trees and hustled through Kathy's tiny car. I
turned my face into the wind and closed my eyes. Then Kathy putted
around the corner into our neighborhood.
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Our tiny fourplex, two apartments stacked on two others, stood
black against the golden sky, half a story higher than Melanie's house
next door. To the right of our fourplex sat two more pint-sized apartment buildings, all gussied up to look like houses, and then the corner.
To the left of Melanie's house, a- line of real houses marched down the
street to fill the rest of the block. Every lawn had at least one big tree in
it. Ours had two, one on either side of the walk up to the metal stairs.
Mom kept saying we never could have afforded a place like chis in
San Diego.
Kathy stopped at the curb but left the motor running. "You cake care
of yourself, Harold," she said. "And you too, Jean."
"I really appreciate chis, Kathy," Mom said as we got out. "You let us
know when we can help you out."
"Sure thing." Kathy let off the brake and drove away.

We hobbled up to the apartment, with me drinking in the breeze as
I limped along. The cool air settled my stomach. Inside, the fan was still
on, blowing the cardboard wings up and down in the dark.
This time Mom got me my puking bowl hersel£ "You go lie down, I can
do it," she said, even though this meant she had to rummage through box
after box searching for it. I sat on the couch and watched her.
I had a favorite puking bowl-a medium-sized orange plastic one. It
was deep enough to hold a bucketload of puke, but still light enough and
small enough that I didn't have to worry about spilling on the way to the
bathroom. When Mom found it, she bawled me out for the brown stains
on the inside from when I waited too long before I rinsed it out the last
time. Then she told me to go to sleep; she'd come in every couple of
hours to see if I was comatose yet.
I carried the bowl into my room along with a tall glass of water. There
were boxes in here, too, but I'd unpacked some earlier today. I had only
four to go: my comic book boxes. Three boxes full of commercial comics
and one box of comics I'd drawn myself. That one read HAROLD'S
COMIC BOOKS on the side, the words in tight little capitals in a caption bubble. Underneath I'd drawn a cartoon of me in a cape, raising a
comic book and a pen high in victory. I'd unpack the rest as soon as
Mom got me some shelves for my bare walls.
The first thing I'd unpacked was the reading glasses. Well, really I'd
unpacked my clothes first, but I only did them to get to the glasses,
which I'd wrapped in one of my old T-shirts and stowed in the middle of
the box when we were getting ready to leave San Diego.

SLIDER

Mom still didn't know I had chem. When Dad had left two years
ago, he'd taken only his shaving stuff, his travel alarm, his yellow polo
shirt and one pair of jeans. Mom packed up all the rest-there wasn't
much-and took it out to the dump herself. She said she wanted to hurl
each thing out into the landfill with a special curse, one at a time.
I'd grabbed the glasses out of the pile while Mom had her head under
the bed, shoveling out a pile of Dad's half-used sketchbooks. Then I ran
back to my room and hid them in one of my old shoes. Now they were
in my underwear drawer, tucked way back behind the decent sets and
shrouded in a raggedy pair of Spiderman briefs I'd held onto since
the second grade.
I kept chinking I ought to throw the glasses away. I never tried chem
on anymore, never peered at my reflection in the bathroom mirror to see
if I was growing up to look like him. I hated him. I hated remembering
him. He'd never hie Mom, which was why we stayed. She kept chinking she would talk him out of smacking me. Finally he hit her too, and
when she called the cops he took off. His scuff was gone when I got
home from school the next day.
Talk hadn't worked with Jason and his gang, either. They'd had no
cause to fight me-they didn't even know my name. I was just some
dumb kid down by the overpass by myself, and they were looking for an
easy mark.
I fought back. I got in a few shots. It was just like Dad beating on me
again, and there was no way I was just going to curl up and cry. I wasn't a
kid anymore. But there were five of chem and one of me. They whacked
my head against the concrete a couple of times and then really got to
work. After they beat me pulpless, I crawled into the bushes and threw
up. Then I went home and threw up again.
That was a month and a half ago. Now I lay on my bed in the dark,
sick again, my arm around my good old orange bowl. Through the open
door came the click-click-click of Mom typing instant messages in her
room down the hall. My stomach gurgled.
When I finally zonked off, I dreamed of falling.
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X + Y = 1:
THE MILLER'S DAUGHTER SPEAKS

Melanie Hinton

So that's how that was made. Just one intense
addition then I glossed my spinning wheel
with gold, felt carats growing at my feet;
I planned to market the preserves to kings
for princess blood. All one instant's work.
Just simple math.
And that's how this was made,
this skin-wrapped knot of us that sleeps
beside me now, ears rumpled still, skin cooled to pink.
Our whole equation writes itself across
his face: I see some x above his eyes,
and there around his mouth a hint of y.

WHEN FRESHMEN GIVE You LEMONS ... :
How TO PUT YOUR STUDENTS'
CLICHES TO GOOD UsE*

Ted Barnes
"Let's have some new cliches."
-Sam Goldwyn
t's 3 a.m. You're in the middle of grading your first stack of personal
narratives, which you ignorantly promised to return to your Freshman
Composition students by the next class period-six hours from now. As
you sharpen your red pencil for the thirteenth time, you grumble to
yourself that the next person who claims "the tension was so thick you
could cut it with a knife" will get an automatic D.
Easy, trigger! Before you scribble "trite" or "stale" in the margin of
another "hackneyed" paper, there's something you should know about
cliches. Even though it's true that some phrases seem overused in student
writing, overuse is ultimately relative; it hardly seems fair to expect
students to recognize as cliche a phrase they might not have seen more
than a few times-as worn-out as it may seem to us. Besides, as aggressive as we are about discouraging students from using these recycled
phrases, cliches are not going away. They're just too useful for even experienced writers to give up, and they actually have some surprising qualities that most of us encourage in writing. Of course, this doesn't make
cliches less banal, but there is a way to take advantage of their good qualities, and at the same time restore some of the most lifeless cliches to the
vividness they had when they were first coined.

I

Too CLICHE, OR NOT Too CLICHE?
"The 'cliche,"' says Gary A. Olson, "is not an absolute entity, and we
should not be doctrinaire in our condemnation of cliche use" (Olson
*This paper was written for and presented to English 11 5 (College Writing and
Reading) instructo rs.
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194). I saw this for myself when I read my first heap of personal narratives. Jill, a shy freshman , wrote hers about a recent embarrassing experience. In a rough draft, she described her embarrassment by saying that
her ears turned "beet-red." I wrote "good image" in the margin, but a
peer reviewer told Jill that "beet-red" is a cliche. Somehow, the peer was
more persuasive, and the next draft I got said that Jill's ears turned "as red
as the apples I used to give my teacher." In our conference, I begged Jill
to go back to the beet metaphor.
Obviously, Jill's peer and I disagree about the overuse of that phrase.
According to Hugh Rank, herein lies the problem with criticizing cliche
use in student writing. We-writing instructors, mostly-like to put the
label "cliche" on phrases (usually figures of speech) that we don't find
novel and expressive anymore because we've seen or heard them too
often (45). But if a cliche is a metaphor that is used "too much," then
who gets to decide how much is too much? The well-read instructor or
the first-year writing student? Even the experienced graduate student
would be surprised by some of the cliches listed in Eric Partridge's Dictionary of Cliches (236). Would any of us write "bland" next to the phrase
"like a red rag to a bull" (183), or "a Triton among minnows?" (Personally, I'd be too impressed that my students know that one.) True, Partridge's dictionary is almost fifty years old, but that's partly my pointcliches are not fixed and absolute. As E.W. Gilman, editor of Webster's
Dictionary ofEnglish Usage, warns, "you are likely to find, when you read
anyone's list of cliches, at least a few that you have never seen or heard
before" (251).
Clicheness can vary according to generation, genre, culture, and geographical region: Daven M . Kari notes, for example, that the phrase,
"sober as a judge" belongs to a previous generation; "dog tired" is most
familiar to cultures that use hunting dogs; and "awkward as a duck" is
best known in parts of California and a few other U.S. regions (129). Or,
on an even smaller scale, clicheness can vary based on how many papers
an instructor has graded. The first time you see "like a tempest in a
teacup" in a student paper, it might seem fresh enough. By the seventeenth time, it might seem "trite." Has it become a cliche over the space
of just a few hours?
Given all this, maybe we should be a little more patient with our students' diches. George Orwell's famous advice, "Never use a metaphor,
simile, or other figure of speech which you are used to seeing in print"
(139) isn't so helpful to freshmen who aren't used to seeing much of anything in prinr. If this is all the advice we give them, Daven M . Kari warns
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chat we're sending our students on a frustrating quest for freshness.
"[S]cudents struggle to create an original style," he says, "without knowing what the holy grail of originality looks like co the teacher. Students
thus become knights-errant (more erring than knighdy) , seeking out a
legendary grail which is described simply as being unlike anything they
have seen before" (128) . As a result, they often come up with phrases like
"as red as the apples I used co give my teacher."
IF THE CLICHE FITS •.•

"le may be clumsy," some instructors will say, "but at lease Jill's apple
metaphor is her own. Amateur originality is always preferable to mindless
image-borrowing." That's a fair argument, but I'd like co question ic. First
of all, we'll assume chat Jill understood "beet-red" co be a cliche, and we'll
cake "cliche" co mean a metaphor chat both che student and the teacher
recognize as "oft-repeated." Even then, is it certain chat students use
cliches mindlessly, in an attempt co avoid thinking creatively? Is originality always better then familiarity?
It wasn't always. In his A Defence of CLiches, Nicholas Bagnall reminds
us that before the 1900s, "writers with any pretensions to style, far from
avoiding what we would now call cliches, actually studied them" (7).
What Bagnall calls the "Cult of Originality" (27) appeared in the lase
century and dedicated itself co cliche-hunting. Bagnall includes Partridge
and his Dictionary of Ciiches in this cult; Partridge says that cliche "ubiquity is ... rather frightening" (2) and claims chat che uneducated person
uses them in order to sound smart. His dictionary amounts to a list of
phrases that "scrupulous writers shrink from .. . because they feel that
[their] use is an insult to the intelligence of their audience" (2).
Recendy, though, the anti-cliche crusade has slowed considerably. As
early as 1971, rhetorician Walter Ong observed chat although "cliches
have for many years now been hunted down mercilessly with a view co
total extermination, ... of late the hunt has somewhat cooled, possibly
because it itself has turned into a cliche" (qtd. in Goldfine and King
349). Today, scholars seem to be returning co the nineteenth-century
practice of studying-rather than condemning---cliches, if not for the
purpose of imitating them in writing, then out of curiosity.
Sociologist Anton C. Zijderveld did one of the first and most influential studies of cliches with a descriptive (not prescriptive) attitude. In his
book On Ciiches: The Supersedure ofMeaning by Function in Modernity,
Zijderveld admits that cliches have lost their original semantic power, but
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he does not believe they should therefore be abolished from speech and
writing. "Cliches are essential to communication," he says (88). Besides
that, they're "wellnigh unavoidable" (18). He reminds us that the French
word cliche is actually an apt metaphor (though, ironically, a worn-out one)
to describe the function of cliches in communication. In French, it turns
out, cliche is a metal stereotype for mass-printing artwork (Bagnall 8). In
the early days of printing, they were very handy; they could rapidly produce illustrations that artists used to paint laboriously by hand. The reproductions, of course, would be less original than the hand-painted illustrations, but more practical and widely available. So it is with cliches. Like the
old French printing templates, cliches have traded their vividness for functional practicality: instead of conjuring up unique images, cliches have
become popular because they represent ease of both production and consumption. Zijderveld makes the argument that cliches are valuable to the
language, not because they're meaningful, but because they're functional.
Ocher scholars have caught on to this idea. Rather than trying to
exterminate cliches, writers like Ruth Rodak Goldfine and Gina Marie
King marvel at their resilience: "despite many attempts to discredit and
eliminate cliches, these tenacious little speech units still thrive today"
(338). Instead of urging students to stop using cliches, it might be more
valuable to find out why students won't stop using them.
Paul Pickrel believes it has a lot to do with their aesthetic value. Not
just any repeated phrase has what it takes to become a bona-fide cliche.
For one thing, cliches are rhythmic: we say "death and taxes," but not
"taxes and death" because we like the trochaic beat of the former. Presumably, Benjamin Franklin knew this-maybe subconsciously-when he
coined the phrase, and that's why it's still used today. Similarly, Jill's
"beet-red," with its consecutive stressed syllables, is much more rhythmical than "as red as the apples I used to give my teacher."
Cliches are remembered, according to Hugh Rank, because they are
memorable. "People repeat certain phrasings because they 'sound good'"
(47) . Walter Redfern agrees chat we still use cliches, even when they've
lost a lot of their original vividness, because in some cases we value
rhythm and sound patterns more than meaning (105). That's why we
still say "fit as a fiddle," with its repeated If/ sound, even though we
have no idea what it means for a fiddle to be fit. It's easy to forget, in
the heat of grading, that these cliches were once brilliant and descriptive,
and that they can still sound pleasant if we'll let them.
Ulcimately, people like cliches not just because they're well phrased,
but also because they're easy. They require minimal effort, both from the
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writer and from the reader. For one thing, cliches don't ask us to think
about what they're saying literally-when we read "barking up the wrong
tree," it's not necessary to visualize either a dog or a tree in order to get
the intended meaning. Also , because cliches are used so often, they are
familiar to most readers, making them valuable communication tools. As
Rank explains, when we use more familiar metaphors, we communicate
with a wider audience and "bond more people together" (47). And the
concepts of audience and community-building are principles that we
stress in English 115.
Could it be, then, that our students have a good reason to use cliches?
We bemoan their unoriginality, but maybe they didn't want to be original. Don L. F. Nilsen suggests that students write "light as a feather,"
not because they can't think of any "fresh" metaphor for lightness, but
because they want to communicate-in the most accessible, concise
way-that something is light (278).
Being accessible and concise isn't such a bad thing. In fact, those are
virtues most of us would like to see more often in our students' writing.
Cliches can have these virtues in abundance. Goldfine and King ask us to
consider, for example, "the thought, effort, and number of words required
to convey the ideas implied by such expressions as wolfin sheep's clothing,
wash one's hands ofa matter, or killed with kindness" (349) . According to
Wilson Follett, whose comment appears in Modern American Usage, to try
to replace such efficient cliches in the name of freshness would be "to
affect originality where it is not wanted" (qtd. in Olson 194).
Nicholas Bagnall takes the argument even further by claiming that
cliches are often more expressive than their non-cliche alternatives. He
compares the cliche "Henry is tying the knot" to the more simple "Henry
is getting married" and argues that the first phrase is more descriptive
because it suggests the writer's casual or even cynical opinion of the wedding, and the second phrase tells us nothing about the tone of the ceremony (130-31). And there are dozens of other marriage cliches, each
with its own subtle connotations (131). If we are too strict about disallowing legitimate linguistic creations like cliches, we are limiting our students' options.
When we consider the usefulness of cliches, their euphony, their economy, their expressiveness, hopefully we can be more forgiving when we
see them in our students' papers. "Dead as a doornail," for example,
should look different to us now: we notice the alliterated voiced stop /d/,
which is fitting for a phrase about death, and acknowledge a degree of
harmoniousness; we realize that few other phrases communicate quite the
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same thing---cleath, with some detachment or indifference by the writerand even just replacing it with "dead" sacrifices many implied meanings.
"The mark of a good contemporary prose stylist," asserts Charles Suhor, "is
not that he avoids cliches altogether but that he is confident enough to use
them when doing so doesn't violate the overall texture of the work" (160).
Now, does that mean I encourage my students to use cliches in their
writing? Of course not. I don't want to read 20-plus papers about people
who "look like they'd just seen a ghost" and who consistently have "chills
go up their spine." Even with all of the good things about cliches, which,
as Kari notes, prevent us from simply dismissing them as "bad" or "useless," readers can still legitimately voice the complaint: "This phrase is
very familiar to me and therefore does not impress or inspire me" (130).
Insofar as the writer is trying to impress or inspire me, I admit this is a
concern. And I agree with Orwell's opinion that cliches which don't fit
their context ("The Fascist octopus has sung its swan song" [134]) reveal
a lack of careful thought and sometimes sound ridiculous. Suhor's assessment, cited above, underscores the fact that sometimes the very problem
with freshman cliches is that they often do "violate the overall texture of
the work" (160) . On the other hand, I can see that these cliches are a
functional, permanent part of our language, and I know how hard it is to
replace cliches without missing out on all of their advantages. In the
spirit of negotiation, I'm suggesting something in between-something
to harness the familiarity and euphony of cliches and yoke them to the
creativity we'd like to see in student writing.
"PUNS DoN'T KILL PEOPLE; PEOPLE KILL PEOPLE"

I'm suggesting what Kari calls "spin[ning] new phrases on old bearings" (129); or what Zijderveld calls "playing" with cliches (102); or what
Redfern calls "twisting cliches by the tail" ( 166). It involves letting your
students keep the cliches they have already written, but teaching them to
alter the old phrases, giving the students a chance to make them more
vivid and expressive. Kari's article "A Cliche a Day Keeps the Gray Away"
offers a long list of examples of "revi talized" cliches; my favorite is his
conversion of the cliche "caught between a rock and a hard place" to "the
Chinese cook ... had to close his restaurant because he was caught
between a wok and a hard place" (131). Although there are many ways to
do this, all resurrected cliches share a few common features.
First of all, students should try to modify their cliches to fit the situation of the paper. Since one of the common complaints against cliches is
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chat the image they would invoke if taken literally doesn't fie the context,
students should contextualize chem, Sometimes, all you need to change is
one word, ''A rock and a hard place" is generic; "a wok and a hard place"
may fie the context. If your students write "the tension in the room was
so chick, you could cut it with a knife," encourage chem co look for
something in the story to custom-fit the cliche-like, "the tension in the
operating room was so chick, you could cut it with a scalpel." If it's a textual analysis about an Al Gore campaign speech, it would be very easy to
change "he beat around the bush" co "he beat around George Bush."
As these examples show, the altered cliche should keep the same basic
pattern of the original. If the old cliche was particularly rhythmic and
alliterative, then the new phrase should be too, if possible. The most
important thing is chat it still sounds enough like the original cliche to
be recognized as such. That way, it retains the virtues of euphony and
familiarity chat make cliches valuable. Meanwhile, the alteration makes
the cliche more descriptive because it encourages both the writer and the
reader to look at its literal meaning.
At first this may sound like a kind of stepping stone for the novice
writer who isn't quite ready to part with his or her favorite cliches and
graduate to true originality. Actually, chis is more than just a temporary
compromise between the student who wants to use cliches and the teacher
who wants fresh language. Cliche-tinkering is, in face, a characteristic of
good writing. Mark Twain made a living using chis technique. Lines like
"Familiarity breeds contempt-and children'' (qtd. in Redfern 165) helped
make Twain the memorable writer he is today. Winston Churchill was
another cliche-twiscer; for example, he used to call one of his opponents
"a sheep in sheep's clothing" (qcd. in Redfern 167). It's not necessary to
run from cliches; instead, teach your students co use them to their advantage. In the words of Daven M. Kari:
All writers, including neophites and professionals, constantly
work with or around cliches. The only issue is how to use
familiar phrases-as chaff for the wind or as grist for the mill
of meaningful prose .... Good writers use fresh language to
convey new insights, and the best writers revitalize the language itself. (132-33)
The advantage of chis approach co cliches, besides being great fun, is
chat it capitalizes on the accessibility of recognized phrases, while still giving students the chance to chink and be creative. le revives the students'
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imagination, and it gives dying phrases CPR. As Deborah Cameron puts
it, "Cut up and reassembled, the metaphors come alive again and dance
on their own graves" (108). More important, it teaches students that
playing with language can be enjoyable. It gives them control over their
language again-control which they may partially forfeit when they succumb to cliche use. According to Zijderveld, when we recast cliches, we
make them ours-we "subdue cliches to our ingenuity and wit" (102).
We all want our students to be original in their writing-both for
their sake and for ours. We know from experience that much of their
thinking comes in ready-made phrases. Our first reaction when we see
these stock phrases is to draw a red circle around them and write "cliche"
off to the side. I hope this essay has convinced you to think twice before
circling that cliche. For one thing, the student who wrote it may not
think it's a cliche. For another, the student may have had very legitimate
reasons for using it. You can still help improve the cliche, though, maximizing its efficiency and accessibility as you teach your student how to
make it more interesting.
George Orwell, in his influential essay "Politics and the English Language," mourns the "decay of language" (139), which he blames partly on
stock phrases and dying metaphors. His advice that we should "send
some worn-out and useless phrase ... into the dustbin where it belongs"
(140) seems rather wasteful. Of course, he was writing in 1946-perhaps
the idea of recycling wasn't yet familiar to him-but it seems to me that
instead of simply throwing away those cliches, it would be better to put
them to use. After all, as Laurence Lerner notes in so many words, cliches
aren't biodegradable: "A cliche is not a half-dead metaphor, it is one that
refuses to die" (qtd. in Redfern 102).
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VACATIONING IN KOOSHAREM, UTAH

Melanie Hinton
Marla thinks about love between slivering
cabbage and cleaning the sink, she says,
so consults her calendar.
The map the doctor made of her monthsa pencil line arcing, sinking
below a row of white morningshangs in her kitchen where she worries it
into the dinner rice, where her husband
dismounts it, reading to wind down after work.
Marla draws its pattern in the windshield
for me on our way to the store,
striping the glass with one ribbon
of hills and gullies through which I see
the swelter of prairie grass, thick
over scoops of earth. Then in the pit of a rise,
three bronze mother cows, their swollen middles.
My stomach could swell like theirs, she says.
She slows for a vision, eyeing their bellies
as if she might see how to hold in a child,
or the trail of a sperm, which, tail switching,
startled an egg into arms and organs.

She turns back to the road, maybe
reciting the clockwork of mammals,
feeling those half moons of her calendar
chat pulse, nights, between her and her husband.
She looks through the glass, says, there's a store
in Loa, closer, but I like the drive anyway.
She clutches another hill.

Months later I would remember
the way home under a stretched sky,
the feel of ice cream melted into milk
leaking from a bag into my lap.
Then her hand on my arm as the soft rush
of what could have been
a child-slipped through her.

STORAGE ROOM

Melanie Hinton
Rosalba left me mason jars
filled with her thoughts,
the color of breath escaping
through the square patch of light
above chis brickwork of suns.
Canning season: I watched from a stool.
In Rosalba's stories I hear
the music of the stove, mostly,
the scrape of her spoon at the pan
as open sores boil through the film
of her sweet soup.
She works in the window light,
lips pressed together waiting
for the thupp of each seala sound like the click of her tongueand the silence after.
And I, drunk with the color of old fruit,
trace lifelines through the backs of peaches,
layer peach halves face-down into glass cases
then Rosalba presses out the spaces
in her fruit until lines between them
slip into thin seam.
For years I watch her artful hands,
her working out boiling times of bottles,
steam bathing her face. I watch
while skin peels loose from her arms,
her overripe eyes sinking deeper and deeper
into the juice of their sockets.

A PILGRIM'S PROGRESSION IN REPRESENTATION:
JOHN BUNYAN'S USE OF
IMAGE, WORD, AND IMAGINATON

Jacquelyn Christensen
The Pilgrim's Progress is more than a timeless allegory that encodes

1 Protestant doctrine. It also reveals strong undercurrents of the
theological controversies in John Bunyan's time-specifically the longwarring debate over image, word, and imagination. Ernest B. Gilman
observes, "What echoes in the poetic record of the age [of the English
Reformation] is ... the continuous interplay, and the occasional major
collision, between strongly iconic and strongly iconoclastic impulses"
(3). The English Protestant iconoclasm that tore down pictures in
churches and replaced them with words of scripture entered the literature of the time. Bunyan had served in the English Civil War on
Cromwell's side; he would have been well versed in issues of iconoclasm.' .A5 a writer, he knew the power of representation in word and
image.
The Puritans' iconoclastic efforts were spurred by a desire to uproot
anything popish, anything approaching Catholicism's iconic traditions.
They condemned Catholic means of representation-visual images-as
idolatrous. Calvinist Protestants decried visual images as a faulty means of
representation of the truth; they saw words as a more trustworthy means
of representation. "Protestantism," Thomas Luxon observes, "is a radically word-centered religion" (444). And even in this logo-centric
approach, not all Protestants considered all realms of language trustworthy means of representing truth. Some Puritans saw allegory as inappropriate because it involved the imagination so heavily, akin to Catholic
'Lasting much of the 1640s, the English Civil War was basically a war between the
supporters of King Charles I and those of Puritan Oliver C romwell. Because of Laud 's
work under Charles, much of the high church ceremony and visual ornamentation
returned. Puritans wanted to keep these iconic tendencies in check, stemming from
their belief that the visual could mislead. The Puritan iconoclasm would reign under
Cromwell's Protectorate.
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Reformation meditation prescriptions. Perhaps Bunyan was bold to
choose allegory to narrate his so-called dream of C hristian, a Puritan
Everyman, who travels the oft-dangerous road from the City of Destruction to the Celestial City.
Although Bunyan's work has been read as the quintessence of Protestant thought for centuries, Bunyan seems to be toying with ideas that
oppose Puritan ideals of representation and interpretation. As U. Milo
Kaufmann says, "No elaborate exploration of sources is necessary to indicate that Bunyan was doing a variety of things with Scripture that were
actively discouraged in the received Puritan hermeneutics" (25). And
Robert Kiely suggests that when Christian is taught in the House of the
Interpreter, Bunyan's allegory "shares with its Catholic predecessors a
skepticism about language" (127). At the House of the Interpreter, Christian and the readers seem to learn a paradoxical lesson: distrust what can
be seen with the eye, even though the Interpreter is teaching through
images and the allegory is conjuring images in the minds of the readers.
Thomas Luxon posits that "the tension between Word and image ... is
crucial to the success of Bunyan's project in the Interpreter's House
episode" (446). Seeming to use iconic means to teach an iconoclastic
message, Bunyan points to the Interpreter (the Holy Spirit) as the resolution of that seemingly insurmountable paradox between word, image,
and imagination and prepares Christian and the readers to bypass idolatry in the House of the Lord of the hill.

CHRISTIAN'S LESSON AT THE INTERPRETER'S HOUSE

Christian's most significant schooling in trustworthy means of representation happens at the House of the Interpreter. Christian comes laden
with a burden representing sin and the word of scripture. He enters the
House, which represents entering the pages of scripture, where he is
taught by the Interpreter, who represents the Holy Spirit. Interpreter
takes Christian by the hand and shows him seven images: first a twodimensional picture, then four three-dimensional human figures in
motion, and finally, two scenes with men who talk to Christian (44-54).
It seems odd that if Bunyan, like Calvin, believes humans always misread
and misinterpret images , he has Interpreter teach in images. But Interpreter also privileges words-his teaching is mediated through language.
At each scene, when Christian asks the Interpreter what it means, Interpreter answers in the language of scripture and doctrine. Images are
mediated through language. But, as Luxon observes, Interpreter's words
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and the images don't seem to correlate; it seems a paradox that the Interpreter is teaching Christian a lesson in hermeneutics 2 when nothing
seems to match.
DOES INTERPRETER'S METHOD OF HERMENEUTICS
TEACH CHRISTIAN

How TO

INTERPRET?

Yet when Christian leaves the House of the Interpreter, he credits the
Interpreter with having shown him "things to make [him] stable" (Bunyan
53). Robert Kiely bypasses this passage when he argues that in the House
of the Interpreter, Christian fails to receive coherent instruction that will
help him interpret images he encounters on the rest of his journey. Kiely
further argues that "there is clearly no ... glossary of terms which Christian and the readers can refer to along the way" (125). Others agree that
Christian never receives tools that will enable him to interpret his journey
progressively. 3 Is Christian's observation about his experience in the House
of the Interpreter naive? Will his experiences there prove him unstable
when he must interpret images later in his journey?
The answers to these questions depend on the answer to the question
of how Christian learns to interpret. Although the Interpreter gives the
meaning of images in language, Kiely posits that the indeterminacy
Christian encounters reveals Bunyan's distrust of language as a means of
representation (127) . Kiely's observation is valid to a point; during the
English Reformation Richard Rogers set forth: "The word of God rightly
interpreted, is the word of God" (qtd. by Kaufmann 26, Kaufmann's
emphasis added). The Interpreter shows Christian images, but mediates
the interpretation with words. Which one is trustworthy? Luxon says, "It
is a mistake to assume that Bunyan has simply allegorized the experience
of reading emblems without addressing the problem of the undependability of images and things as modes of revelation" (446). In Calvinism,
although words are favored, neither words nor images are dependable
without further aid. Images can be interpreted correctly only by the word
of scripture; but more is required-words, too, will remain inaccessible
without experimental knowledge, what Luxon calls the process by which
'Hermeneutics originally referred co scriptural exegesis but has been used in recent
academic discussions in place of words like "interpretation" co avoid connotations
given by past scholarship. le basically means a method of interpretation.
'Brian Nellisc argues in "The Pilgrim's Progress and Allegory" char "In che allegory, chis
indeterminacy becomes nor a side effect bur che real issue. Christian's experiences
induce in him a condition of nescience, bounded by hope and discouragement" ( 146).
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the words of scripture become more than just things themselves because
they are illumined by the Spirit (448-49).
More than using words to interpret the images correctly, Interpreter
uses his authority. Only after leaving the lesson of the Interpreter is
Christian relieved from the burden on his back, the burden of scripture.
Never again will he have the burden of interpreting scripture alone. It is
only with the Holy Spirit's help that Christian can rightly interpret
images with the language of the word of God.
TEACHING THE READERS

How TO SAFELY READ THE ALLEGORY

In Bunyan's apology at the beginning of his work, he shows hesitancy to
use figurative language out of fear that the readers will misunderstand his
message; further, Bunyan seems to worry that his mode of representationusing images and imagination-will cause further misunderstanding. 4 The
House of the Interpreter must also teach the readers how to interpret the
allegory. Without guidance, the readers could turn their images into icons of
sorts, idols that fail to represent their immaterial subject. In Aristotelian
terms, Bunyan's means of representation (language) was approved by Puritan
doctrine; however, his manner of representation (allegory) came as dose to
Catholicism's use of image and imagination as possible within the means. 5
English Reformation Bishop Hooper explained what can happen when
men use their imaginations without the mediation of the Holy Spirit:
The mind of man, when it is not illuminated with the Spirit of
God ... imagineth and feigneth God to be like unto the imagination and conceit of his mind .... He purposeth to express by
some figure or image God in the same form and similitude that
his imagination hath first printed in his mind; so that the mind
conceiveth the idol. (Qtd. by Woods 130)
To combat what may come from an active, but misled, imagination,
Bunyan teaches Christian and the readers that the Holy Ghost is requisite

'U. Milo Kaufmann in The Pilgrim's Progress and Traditional Puritan Meditation asserts
that Bunyan's apology is his aesthetic brief, which sets forth his doubts about his allegorical aesthetics and the clarity of meaning (8-15).
5W J. T. MitcheU writes, "Aristotle says that representations differ from one another in
three ways: in object, manner, and means. The 'object' is that which is represented; the
'manner' is the way in which it is represented; the 'means' is the material that is used"
("Representation" 13).
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for hermeneutics. To further combat the readers' misreading of Bunyan's
representational means and manner, Bunyan reminds the readers how to
read his allegory as Christian leaves the House.
Interpreter teaches Christian at the end of his visit:
"For the things that are seen are temporal; but the things that
are not seen are eternal." But though this be so, yet since things
present and our fleshly appetite are such near neighbours one
to another; and again, because things to come, and carnal
sense, are such strangers one to another; therefore it is that the
first of these so suddenly fall into amity, and that distance is so
continued between the second. (48, emphasis added)
The warning cry is to Christian, as well as to the Christian readers: don't
forget the distance between the image and the object. 6 The object is
sacred, not the image; forgetting that distance results in idolatry. The
warning becomes useful for Christian and the readers as they near
the House of the Lord of the hill.
RELICS AT THE HOUSE OF THE LoRD OF THE HILL?

Later on Christian's journey, he enters the House of the Lord of the
hill, where he meets Piety, Prudence, and Charity. These guides teach
Christian first, in words and second, in images. They tell him about the
Lord of the house-"he was the son of the Ancient of Days"- and they
read to Christian "some of the worthy acts that some of [the Lord's]
servants had done"; they had "stopped the mouths oflions" and "waxed
valiant in fight. " They also read him "several other histories of many
other famous things ... both ancient and modern" (70). Old Testament
themes continue to echo through the house's halls when they show Christian "some of the engines with which some of his servants had done wonderful things." The list is long:
They showed him Moses' rod; the hammer and nail with
which Jae! slew Sisera; the pitchers, trumpets, and lamps too ,
with which Gideon put to flight the armies of Midian. Then
they showed him the ox's goad wherewith Shamgar slew six

"Mitchell points out that allegory is a way to represent the immaterial; it is one of the
"signs that 'encrypt' representation in a secret code" ("Representation" 16).
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hundred men. They showed him also the jaw-bone with
which Samson did such mighty feats . They showed him ,
moreover, the sling and stone with which David slew Goliath
of Gath; and the sword also with which their Lord will kill
the Man of Sin. (70-71)
Because Christian was first taught through language, were the images
safe? If language could make these images safe, this might seem like an
echo of William Laud's opinion (which Bunyan fought against in the
English Civil War): with proper education, images could be reintroduced
into Protestant worship. 7
But Bunyan is certainly not Laudian. These images are not an integral
part of Christian's experience, and he is nothing more than "delighted" at
seeing them. Even if this experience seems different from his lesson in the
House of the Interpreter, the premise is the same. There, the images were
different. The seven scenes were represented symbolically to Christian
and the reader; that is, they were represented in arbitrary symbols. It
seems that the visual qualities could change while the meaning would
remain, as long as Interpreter was telling Christian their meaning.• However, when Christian sees the "engines of God," he sees the instruments
themselves. They seem close to Catholic relics, which indexically represent Christ. The images at the House of the Lord of the hill may be different, but the lesson remains. Christian's experience at the Interpreter's
House taught him not to trust what is immediately seen by the eye and
touched with the hand. Because he has lost the burden of interpretation
and been taught by the divine interpreter, Christian can see these things
merely as indexical representations of the Old Testament prophets, not
items to be worshiped or reverenced themselves.

ARE

THE READERS PREPARED TO RESPOND TO THE IMAGES?

Unlike Christian, readers cannot tell if they have lost their own burden of interpretation; further, they cannot immediately see the instruments. These images-represented to them symbolically (in language),

' Ernest B. Gilman writes chat "the Anglican establishment attempted to negotiate ...
under Laud, that since popery had been abolished and the people were now properly
admonished on the abuse images, there could be no danger of idolatry in Laud's
program" (40).
' In "Representation," Mitchell describes three modes of representation: iconic (representation through resemblance), symbolic (representation through arbitrary assignment),
and indexical (representation through cause and effect or existential evidence) (I 4).
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iconically (resemblance of intended representation) , and indexically
(representation of Old Testament heroes)-seem to have all the requisites
for Protestant relics of sorts for the allegory's readers, images made to
dwell in their imaginations like idols. If Bunyan was apprehensive about
using figurative language because readers might misunderstand, why
did he?
These relics in words could be seen as ways to validate Protestantism.
First, they provide a history steeped in Old Testament tradition-they are
shown to Christian after he receives a history that spans both ancient and
modern times, thus linking all the prophets and Christ to Protestantism,
Second, they could provide relics millennia older than Catholic relics. Perhaps these are images that are purer because this brand of relic is encoded in
language, a means often considered safe by the logo-centric Protestants.
Yet with Christian's example of showing mere delight in the images
instead of giving them undue attention, it seems unlikely that the readers
will give greater attention to these could-be relics. But if readers did turn
these images into a form of iconic tradition would it be acceptable even
for Protestant iconoclasts? W. J. T. Mitchell explains that even iconoclasm
can be seen as laced with idolatry; he says it can appear as "simply the
obverse of idolatry" because it is "idolatry turned outward toward the
image of a rival . .. . When [the iconoclast] is pressed, he is generally content with the rather different claim that his images are purer or truer than
those of mere idolaters" (Iconology 198).
Bunyan never "turns outward toward the image of a rival"; he never
examines or vindicates the other. Mitchell's idea shows that the central
issue is not how to escape representation, but rather how to find the
appropriate line along a continuum of representation, ranging from pure
representation to impure representation. The question becomes: Which
means and manner of representation are appropriate? The answer in
The Pilgrim's Progress reveals that any means and manner are inappropriate without the hermeneutical guidance of Interpreter. Does it reveal the
converse? Are any means and manner appropriate with the guidance of
the Interpreter? Calvin answers this outright: sin and carnality make men
misinterpret images immediately seen with the eye. 9

CONCLUSION

Bunyan chooses a backdoor approach to eventually show agreement
with Calvin. He creates images through words that exist vividly in the
•See Luxon's article for an expansion on this idea.
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readers' imagination; but through Christian's experience in the House of
the Interpreter, Bunyan reveals that images are not trustworthy. For this
reason, as Luxon points out, image and interpretation seem mismatched.'0
But the interpretation resides with the Interpreter, from whom Christian
learns what true representation is: a facade to encourage people to come to
the Holy Spirit and learn his interpretation. Images are faulty for a reason,
Christian learns from Interpreter. Things seen immediately deceive.
Those who can understand this-and trust in eternal things that remain
unseen-will be safe in life's journey. After Christian loses his burden of
interpretation, he can see images as they are. Through Christian's progression in his attitude toward representation, he receives, as do the readers,
the promise of a day when the immaterial and divine will no longer be
represented, but presented to him.
10

Luxon shows this from the beginning of his article and uses it as a basic assumption
his argument.

to
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EDUCATION AT HOGWARTS:
COLONIZING THE MUGGLE

Christian Sorensen

C

hildren's books are usually read for pleasure or for improving reading skills. This is not inherently bad ; after all, "reading literature
for pleasure offers several benefits. First, readers pay attention to chose
aesthetic qualities of texts chat entertain or please the ears. We can also
identify with familiar experiences captured in stories" (Yenika-Agbaw
446) . There is no dictum stating that books must be anything other
than entertaining; "a book is something that exists primarily to provide
the reader with a literary experience, something he cannot get elsewhere
from ocher means" (Tucker 17).
But must children's books be simply pleasant bedtime stories? YenikaAgbaw states that "children's literature as a discipline maintains an
ambiguous status" (446). On the surface, children's literature entertains
children, but it often has another, more subtle objective. "Conventionally,
English children's literature in the eighteenth century was not imaginative, but useful, exemplary, and moralistic" (Gaul! 51), fulfilling John
Locke's "object of juvenile reading: co accommodate to the world of experience, to learn to deal with the concrete problems that it presented"
(50) . Even today, children's literature serves to train children, to indoctrinate chem into society, making "it a fascinating but necessarily complex
field for study" (Tucker 17).
As we move beyond the pleasurable reading of children's literature, we
see social themes and issues play out their course in the text. In face,
themes and issues may be more revealing in children's literature than they
are in adult literature. After all, children's books almost always depend on
"characters who are easily identifiable and have clear roles to play"
(Tucker 27). These stereotypical characters are essential in training children how to behave in and conform to society. In addition, "children
when young tend to see the universe as an essentially moral construction,
imbued with a sense of 'inherent justice,' so that somehow, in the long
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run, good will always be rewarded and evil eventually punished" (Tucker
20). Children want to see the world as black and white, right and wrong.
And within this binary, right must prevail. Consequently, children's literature enforces these binaries and trains children to function in and conform
to sociery. In this way, children's ·literature "establishes both a measure of
mimesis and a mode of civil authoriry and order" (Bhabha 32).
Going beyond "efferent and aesthetic readings," we can begin to read
with a sensitiviry "that propagate[s] social change" (Yenika-Agbaw 447).
Colonial and postcolonial attitudes are prevalent in children's literature.
"[It] is, after all, both the literature of enfranchisement and literature for
the disenfranchised" (Harper 40), as children's literature enculturates children but is not written by them. Fictional literature creates parallel
worlds that children can understand and relate to. These worlds are based
on ideals; they are "the result of incorporating the modernist ethos of
progressivism, the Enlightenment ideals of freedom and equaliry, and the
celebration of new or alternative histories" (Harper 42). As a result, children's books contain "many examples of cultural syncreticiry, hybridization, ethniciry, and resistance" (42). Authors attempt to paint the world
they live in, or the world they view children as living in, and demonstrate
the social underpinnings that create sociery. A postcolonial reading then
steps in and "challenges social injustices incurred during the evolution of
human civilization" (Yenika-Agbaw 448).
THE SOCIETY OF HARRY POTTER

This is the world, the sociery, that makes the Harry Potter series by
J. K. Rowling so intriguing. Rowling has created a world parallel to
contemporary Britain in which she can discuss issues of colonialism
and class. Within this framework, she introduces characters, objects, and
events chat represent the colonial domination and the postcolonial forces
chat resist it. The barrier between the wizard world and the Muggle (or
human) world, the ritual of the Sorting Hat, the educational practices of
Professor Dumbledore, and Hermione's efforts to liberate the house-elves
are important postcolonial symbols that shape the way children view
their world.
Harry Potter is no ordinary boy. Born to James and Lily Potter, a wizard and a witch, he is orphaned as a baby when the evil Lord Voldemort
kills both his parents. When he tries to kill Harry as well, Voldemort is
almost entirely destroyed. Bur the attempt to kill him leaves Harry with
a scar on his forehead in the shape of a lightning bolt. Raised by his
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non-magical, very Muggle aunt and uncle Dursley, Harry has no idea of
his special origins until he turns eleven and receives a letter inviting him
to attend Hogwarrs School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
He leaves the Dursley's and begins his education at Hogwarts, learning about the wizard society of which he is a fundamental part. The
seven-book Harry Potter series follows Harry through his education and
experiences at Hogwarts, a school with "a seven-year curriculum of classes
to prepare wizards to practice magic responsibly, ... [being] a community unto itself, operating on basic rules understood by students and
faculty" (Schafer 74).
One of the things that readers soon discover is that the wizardry
world is based on a distinct class system, mimicking that of Britain. Each
individual has his or her own place in the system based largely upon heritage-pure-bloods, mudbloods (wizards with Muggle heritage), squibs
(non-magical wizards) , or Muggles. Furthermore, this class system marginalizes or denies a position to other creatures and societies, including
elves, giants , centaurs, werewolves, etc. Though difficult to draw an exact
comparison with Britain's class system and social structure, the class
system in Harry Potter, and the characters outside the class system provide the tension of the series; "a hierarchy of cultural importance and
value is imposed by the colonizing power, both on the conquered indigenous societies, and on the [wizard] agents of colonial oppression themselves" (Docker 443) . Wizards fight either to preserve or to destroy this
class system. And Harry Potter, a boy of eleven, is pivotal in this clash; he
is introduced to it on the Hogwarts Express before he even arrives at
Hogwarts.

HARRY POTTER AND PLATFORM NINE AND THREE-QUARTERS

"All you have to do is walk straight at the barrier.... Don't stop and
don't be scared you'll crash into it" (Molly Weasley in Sorcerer's Stone 93).
There is a strong separation between the society of the wizards and
the society of the Muggles. As initiates into the wizard world, students
catch the Hogwarts Express at the King's Cross nine and three-quarters
platform. For the uninformed native and non-wizard, though, platform
nine and three-quarters does not appear to exist. There is clearly a "dividing barrier" (Sorcerer's Stone 92). This physical barrier represents the
cultural barrier that exists between the two worlds. Fortunately for Harry,
he encounters a wizard family, the Howards, who help him through it.
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Once through the border, Harry becomes part of the wizardry world.
He meets pure-blood wizards who discriminate against mudbloods,
claiming "they're just not the same, they've never been brought up to
know our ways" (Sorcerer's Stone 78) . He meets other wizards who argue
"that talent supersedes money and ancestry" (Schafer 63). As readers, we
are able to see how the colonizing wizard society identifies "with power,
formal education, [and] dominant . . . cultural practices" of postcolonial
theory (Yenika-Agbaw 450). Within that context, we can see how these
same issues play out in contemporary society.
THE SORTING HAT AND THE HOUSES OF HOGWARTS

There's nothing hidden in your head
The Sorting Hat can't see,
So try me on and I will tell you
Where you ought to be.
(Sorcerer's Stone 117)
Each school year begins with the ritual of the Sorting. A talking hat,
once belonging to the wizard Gryffindor, is placed on the head of the
first-year students and announces to which house they belong. This is
the first step in the Hogwarts educational colonization process. In
explaining the significance of the event, Professor McGonagall says:
Sorting is a very important ceremony because, while you are
here, your house will be something like your family within
Hogwarts. You will have classes with the rest of your house,
sleep in your house dormitory, and spend free time in your
house common room .
The four houses are called Gryffindor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw, and Slytherin. Each house has its own noble history and
each has produced outstanding witches and wizards. (Sorcerer's
Stone 114)
The house becomes the defining community for each student. In this
community, young wizards will make friends and establish associations
that will define who they will become. So the Sorting Ceremony does
more than merely place each student in a house; it indicates what kind of
wizard the student is and will be. Each student has a place, and the Sorting Hat knows where each student belongs. According to its song, ''I've
never yet been wrong" ( Goblet ofFire 177).
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Although it has never been wrong, its task has not always been easy.
"Sometimes, Harry noticed, the hat shouted out the house at once, but at
others it took a little while to decide" (120). The house must first know
its natives before it can properly place them, as each of the four founders
"value[d] different virtues/ in the ones they had to teach" (Sorcerer's Stone
177).
The Sorting Hat must determine what type of individual each
young wizard is. Although probably unintentional on the Hat's part,
much of the sorting takes place by heritage. The Hogwarts Houses
seem to ratify the social class structure. The Slytherins generally support
the distinction of class, separating the pure-blood wizard families from
mudbloods and poor wizard families. Gryffindors, on the other hand,
fight for equality and removal of the oppressive class system.
As an example, Draco Malfoy is assigned to Slytherin when "the hat
had barely touched his head" (Sorcerer's Stone 120). Draco comes from an
extremely wealthy family. He, like his father (a Slytherin alumnus), turns
his nose up at those "below" him and those who fight for them. On the
Express to Hogwarts their fourth year, Malfoy says: "Father actually considered sending me to Durmstrang rather than Hogwarts, you know. . . .
Well, you know his opinion of Dumbledore-the man's such a
Mudblood-lover-and Durmstrang doesn't admit that sort of riffraff"
( Goblet ofFire 165).
The Slytherin House attracts many longstanding wizard families,
class-conscious families that espouse colonial virtues. This is perhaps not
without design on the part of the author. Some readers speculate that
Salazar Slytherin was named for Antonio Salazar, "the fascist dictator of
Portugal for 36 years .... Though never officially an ethnic cleanser, he
was a colonialist, who ruthlessly put down ethnic uprisings in his country's colonies in Africa" (Rosenthal). Rowling would have been familiar
with Salazar, since she was living in Portugal in 1991-93 (Schafer 28),
just after her inspiration to write the series, and just as Portugal was
preparing to celebrate its upcoming twentieth anniversary as a democratic state in April 1994. This was also a significant date in that Portugal's former colonies of Angola and Mozambique were also celebrating
twenty years of independence. It is quite natural then that Salazar would
show up in her novel to represent the colonizing faction of the wizard
world.
Gryffindor house seems to collect a wider range of wizards than
Slytherin House. In Harry's own age group, there is a representative of
each of the wizardry classes. Harry comes from a long line of wizards,
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and a wealthy family. Ron Weasley comes from a pure-blood but
poor family. Seamus Finnigan is "half-and-half. [His] dad's a Muggle"
(Sorcerer's Stone 125). Hermione Granger is also a mudblood, coming
from two Muggle dentists. Neville Longbottom's wizard family
"thought [he] was all-Muggle for ages" (125). Neville's family was
excited when he was accepted to Hogwarts , although they worried that
he was a squib and "might not be magic enough to come" (125).
Gryffindor houses the only known black wizards in the school-Dean
Thomas, "a black boy even taller than Ron" (122), and Angelina Johnson, "a tall black girl who played Chaser on the Gryffindor Quidditch
team" ( Goblet of Fire 261).
It is this great diversity within the Gryffindor House that will eventually break down the stratification of the wizard class structure. It is also
because of this diversity that Harry must be placed in this house. The
Sorting Hat finds it difficult initially to sort Harry into a house. When
Harry places the Hat on his head, it carries on a dialogue:
Difficult. Very difficult. Plenty of courage, I see. Not a bad
mind either. There's talent, oh my goodness, yes-and a nice
thirst to prove yourself, now that's interesting... . So where
shall I put you? (Sorcerer's Stone 121)
Harry seems to possess traits common to all four houses. The Hat can
place him anywhere. But Harry knows where he wants to be placed, or
more aptly put, where he doesn't want to be placed.
Not Slytherin, eh? . . . Are you sure? You could be great,
you know, it's all here in your head, and Slytherin will help
you on the way to greatness, no doubt about that-no? Well ,
if you're sure-better be Gryffindor! (121)
In Gryffindor Harry interacts with students of various social classes,
and he will ultimately be shaped into the wizard he was meant to bethe wizard who will ultimately overcome the evil Lord Voldemort and
the discriminating colonial values he represents. As the opposite of
Lord Voldemort, Harry is a pivotal figure at the transition of colonial
attitudes. Because of his understanding and sympathy toward oppressed
classes, Harry will become a liberator, defeating those who refuse to
acknowledge the value of the "other."
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PROFESSOR DUMBLEDORE AND THE HOGWARTS
EDUCATIONAL ExPERIENCE

T he truth ... is a beautiful and terrible thing, and should
therefore be treated with great caution. (Albus Dumbledore in
Sorcerer's Stone 298)
All young wizards must attend wizard school to learn how to function
in wizard society. It is through analysis of the community at Hogwarts, the
educational community, chat postcolonial ideas are most clearly expressed.
As Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin note concerning colonial practice,
Education becomes a technology of colonialist subjeccificacion
in two . .. important and intrinsically interwoven ways. It
establishes the locally English or British as normative through
critical claims to "universality" of the values embodied in
English literary texts, and it represents the colonized to themselves as inherently inferior beings-"wild," "barbarous,"
"uncivilized." (426)
But a Hogwarts education under Professor Dumbledore is different
from the expected colonial education. To some extent, young wizards are
schooled in all the knowledge essential to understanding who they are
and how they are to behave in society. Professors Snape and McGonagall
are clearly the educational enforcers; they distribute house points, but
most often they withhold house points for actions chat violate school or
community rules. They indoctrinate young wizards in the proper behavior and protocol of society.
Dumbledore, on the other hand, allows room for young wizards to
grow and learn for themselves. When the rest of the wizardry society
shudders at the name ofVoldemort, referring to him only as "You-KnowWho" (Sorcerer's Stone 5) or "He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named" (Prisoner of
Azkaban 368), Dumbledore cells Harry to "call him Voldemort....
Always use the proper name for things. Fear of a name increases fear of
the thing itself" (Sorcerer's Stone 298). Dumbledore allows Harry to get
into situations where he must confront his fears and the attitudes of society. To some extent, Harry recognizes chis.
He's a funny man, Dumbledore. I chink he sort of wanted to
give me a chance. I think he knows more or less everything
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that goes on here, you know. I reckon he had a pretty good
idea we were going to try [to stop Voldemortl, and instead of
stopping us, he just taught us enough to help .... It's almost
like he thought I had the right to face Voldemort if I could.
(Sorcerer's Stone 302)
Dumbledore is subtly indoctrinating this generation of students in the
evils of colonialism. He recognizes the diversity in Gryffindor Hall and
creates in the students an awareness of different evils-fear, ignorance,
power, oppression, and injustice.
As a part of the colonizing machine, how does Dumbledore get away
with undermining the colonial powers he ought to be supporting? First,
it should be noted that he is not trying to undermine the community; he
is merely setting out to change the colonizing framework that the community operates under. He is greatly respected by the wizardry community, "considered by many to be the greatest wizard of modern times"
(Sorcerer's Stone 102). Though offered the post of Minister of Magic, he
turns it down to remain headmaster at Hogwarts. He realizes that change
will not happen through governmental bureaucracy, but through education. Because of the great respect he commands, he is given "free rein ,
always" by the Ministry of Magic ( Goblet ofFire 709) .
With such trust, Dumbledore teaches his students and allows them to
learn about right and wrong. He teaches them that "there are all kinds of
courage. It takes a great deal of bravery to stand up to our enemies, but
just as much to stand up to our friends" (Sorcerer's Stone 306). He goes
beyond the mere vocalization of this lesson as he demonstrates it to his
students. After Voldemort's reappearance in Book Four, Dumbledore
confronts the Minister of Magic, Cornelius Fudge, about his responsibilities and attitudes. It is not until this time that we really see what side of
the colonial coin Dumbledore supports.
You are blinded by the love of office you hold, Cornelius! You
place too much importance, as you always have done, on the
so-called purity of blood! You fail to recognize that it matters
not what someone is born, but what they grow to be! ( Goblet
ofFire708)
To this point, Dumbledore subtly supports any efforts that have
moved toward greater equality. He hires the giant Hagrid and the
werewolf Lupin as instructors; he offers to pay Dobby and Winky ten
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Galleons for their service; he allows Hermione to persist in her campaign to liberate the house-elves; he even offers Professor Snape, a
former supporter of Lord Voldemort, a chance to redeem himself.
Dumbledore's educational quest is to teach students to seek equality
and to abandon the prejudices of wealth over poverty and pure-blood
over mudblood.

HERMIONE GRANGER AND THE SOCIETY FOR
THE PROMOTION OF ELFISH WELFARE (S.P.E.W.)

Our short-term aims are to secure house-elves fair wages and
working conditions.
Our long-term aims include changing the law about nonwand use and trying to get an elf into the Department for the
Regulation and Control of Magical Creatures, because they're
shockingly underrepresented. (Hermione Granger in Goblet of

Fire 224-25)
One of the friendships essential to Harry's development as a liberator
is Hermione. She actively explores postcolonial issues. Of all the students
at Hogwarts, Hermione is most sensitive to the plight of ocher creatures,
most likely due to her own Muggle background. This, combined with her
studies, makes her a diligent postcolonial voice. Under the tutelage of
Professor Dumbledore, Hermione manipulates the wizard education system to "[pave] the way for subversive and eventually revolutionary
processes" (Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin 427).
Hermione has a developing social conscience and will work
tirelessly for chose she sees as oppressed or an underdog. She
is quick to take Neville under her wing and help him along,
especially in Potions class. She bought Crookshanks from a
magical creatures store because no one had wanted him. She
spent hours preparing a defense for Buckbeak, a falselyaccused hippogriff, and later began to take an interest in the
plight of house-elves. (Ark)
Hermione first takes interest in the plight of house-elves at the Quidditch World Cup in Book Four when Barty Crouch forces his house-elf,
Winky, to sit in the Top Box despite her fear of heights. Winky explains
to Harry, "House-elves does what they is told. I is not liking heights at
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all, Harry Potter .. . but my master sends me to the Top Box and I
comes, sir" ( Goblet ofFire 99).
Hermione becomes upset at the opening banquet that year when she
learns that there are house-elves, "the largest number in any dwelling in
Britain ... over a hundred" (182), who work in the kitchen at Hogwarts.
Surprised that she did not know they were there, Nearly Headless Nick,
the Gryffindor Hall ghost, explains:
Well, they hardly ever leave the kitchen by day, do they?
. .. They come out at night to do a bit of cleaning . .. see to
the fires and so on .... I mean, you're not supposed to see
them , are you? That's the mark of a good house-elf, isn't it,
that you don't know it's there? (182)
She is further infuriated when she discovers that they work without
pay, holidays, sick leave, or pensions (182). House-elves are servants, or
more appropriately slaves, to wizards. And most wizards in the society
accept this as life. Nearly Headless Nick laughs, "House-elves don't want
sick leave and pensions!" (182).
Hermione sees this oppression and seeks to do something to draw
attention to it and change it. She spends her free time in the library
researching the history of elf enslavement, and becomes disappointed to
find chat it "goes back centuries .. . [and] no one's done anything about
it before now" (224). She forms S.P.E.W., the Society for the Promotion
of Elfish Welfare, heading the manifesto with "Stop the Outrageous
Abuse of Our Fellow Magical Creatures and Campaign for a Change in
Their Legal Status" (224).
But S.P.E.W is destined to die out. Its failure is evidence of the postcolonial attitudes of the society. On all sides Hermione faces opposition.
Wizards don't see a need to help. As Ron states: "They. Like. It. They like
being enslaved!" (224). Few students are willing to buy a badge. Harry
and Ron buy them only "to keep her quiet," and Neville "paid up just to
stop Hermione from glowering at [him]" (239) . In fact, most students
are unwilling to seriously consider the possibility of making such radical
social change. "Some [students] seemed mildly interested in what she had
to say, but were reluctant to take a more active role in campaigning.
Many regarded the whole thing as a joke." Fred and George Weasley,
Ron's older twin brothers, have often been to the kitchens to see the
elves. They cell Hermione that the elves are "happy. They think they've
got the best job in the world."
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Hermione does not meet this resistance to change solely from the
wizards, but from the house-elves themselves. Hermione rejects their
claim, arguing "that's because they're uneducated and brainwashed!"
(239) When Harry meets Dobby, the house-elf he tricked Lucius Malfoy
into freeing, Dobby tells of his struggles in finding work. "Most wizards
doesn't want a house-elf who wants paying.... 'That's not the point of a
house-elf,' they says, and they slammed the door in Dobby's face! Dobby
likes work, but he wants to wear clothes and he wants to be paid, ...
Dobby likes being free!" (378) . However, it is not Dobby's experience
that is significant here. What is more significant is the response of the
other house-elves. They "all looked away at [his] words, as though Dobby
had said something rude and embarrassing... . The Hogwarts houseelves had now started edging away from Dobby, as though he were carrying something contagious" (378). The house-elves attempt to dissociate
themselves from Dobby and his radical ideas.
Winky's response is even more intriguing. Winky has been freed, but
she finds no pleasure in this. She refuses to allow Dumbledore to pay her
to work-"Winky is a disgraced elf, but Winky is not yet getting paid!
Winky is not sunk so low as that! Winky is properly ashamed of being
freed! " (379). She still defends her old master, Mr. Crouch, ashamed that
she has let him down. Furthermore, she is ashamed that she may have
disgraced her family line-"! is looking after the Crouches all my life,
and my mother is doing it before me, and my grandmother is doing it
before her . . oh what is they saying if they knew Winky was freed? Oh
the shame, the shame!" (381). Just as with slavery in the United States,
enslaved elf families continue to serve individual wizard families through
generations.
Such a lack of interst and effort to fully liberate the house-elves is
similar to the initial postcolonial response when a colony undergoes the
process of liberation. The colonizers continue to disregard the necessity of
such freedoms, arguing that the colonized like their situation. Likewise,
the colonized resist chis change in condition, uncertain of what to do
with their new freedoms . Though Hermione cannot immediately liberate
the house-elves , she can continue to educate her classmates. A,, Macaulay
states, "it is impossible for us, with our limited means, to attempt to educate the body of the people. We must at present do our best to form a
class who may be interpreters between us and the millions whom we govern" (430). A,, a student, Hermione is not capable of affecting the total
change she wishes to make; she simply does not have the power. However, she can begin to make an impact by using her influence with her
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friends to create an intermediary group. This group, sensitive to the hidden colonial battle for power and domination, can recognize the injustice
of society and work toward that change.
At chis point, only half-way through the series, it is impossible to
know where Harry Potter and his friends will end up or how they will
affect the underlying structure of the wizard society. While speakimg of
children's literature in general, Yenika-Agbaw argues that "confirmation of
injustice does not guarantee liberation from colonial legacies" (450).
While this is true, Harry is destined to be the greatest wizard of all time;
as such, he may be able to lead the revolution that will bring about
change. And perhaps chis is one of the objectives of the Harry Potter
series-to demonstrate that individuals can make a difference. Even when
reading children's literature, "children should know that unless readers are
able to read for social change and justice, they will find themselves confirming existing meanings determined by others' ideologies" (YenikaAgbaw 452) .
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A WAITRESS

REPLIES

Melanie Hinton

"Who cares about our food. I'd be happy with silence."
-overheard at a seafood restaurant
But at the end of silence is a fishthe kind with ventral fins that hang like lobes
of human ears, although the fact is, no
one knows what ears or lobes are there. The fish
is all that is. The fish, its fins, and one
old tuna can without its label, left
to catch the sun-no words, a world bereft
of letters, alphabets. Try cupping sums
of heady fear in tuna cans. You'll seeyou'll gather yards of light, but nothing taut
enough to taste, till you are parched, distraught,
and then insane. Well, even now your teeth,
your lips are full of things that want a cup.
Give me one word and you could fill it up.

UNITED BY OUR SYMPATHIES:
NINETEENTH-CENTURY MORMON WOMEN

READ GEORGE ELIOT
Sheree Maxwell Bench
It seems hard to believe chat that great heart, whose love and
sympathy extended over all God's creation, will beat no more!
That chat brain will no more concoct grand, beautiful, deep
and enduring picture-models of human life and character,
chat elevated all who read, and excited in chem a desire to
arise to a higher state of existence than hitherto they had
deemed themselves capable of. (Hannah T.. King, speaking of
George Eliot's death [ WE 9: 143])

G

eorge Eliot may have been surprised to know that her words had
traveled far beyond her native England to reach behind the protective
Wasatch mountains and touch a responsive chord in a community of
Mormon women. That she was at least aware of their religion is apparent
from her reference to the Book of Mormon in Daniel Deronda (499). But
could she have realized how strongly some of these women felt about her?
An essay written for Womans Exponent by Hannah King declares they felt
"united to" Eliot by their "sympathies being excited and wound round her
by her noble works" ("George Eliot," Womans Exponent9:l43). But how
could a woman who had rejected organized religion appeal to a group of
Latter-day Saints who had fled persecution to freely practice their newly
organized religion? Where was the kinship between a woman who chose
a monogamous long-term unmarried relationship and women who lived
within a system of plural marriage? How could a British woman whose
peers were noted intellectuals speak to poor pioneers living in the "uncivilized" newly seeded American West? In the answers to these questions there
emerges an unexpected commonality of thoughts, beliefs, and hopes for
women and men that transcend external factors. Eliot's fiction and Mormon women's essays work from the common thesis chat the education and
elevation of women is the key to reforming the ills present in Victorian
society.
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A,, members of a religion with a book at its foundation , Mormon
women knew well the power of the written word, and many used the
medium of print to convey their ideas. This they did in their unofficial
newspapers the Womans Exponent ( 1872-1914) and Young Womans
Journal (1889-1929). Though somewhat different in focus-the
Exponent being the more political of the two-the papers gave the
women an open forum in which to affirm their sisterhood, to teach each
other, to correct outsiders' misconceptions, and to argue for the right to
suffrage, religious freedom, and self-determination. First Exponent editor
Louisa Lula Greene Richards announced that her paper would endeavor
"to speak freely on every topic of current interest, and on every subject
as it arises in which the women of Utah, and the great sisterhood the
world over, are especially interested" ("Our Position," WE 1: 4). Second
Exponent editor Emmeline B. Wells and Journal editor Susa Young Gates
repeatedly encouraged the sisters to make written contributions because,
as Wells asserted, a woman may be a "profound thinker," "but if her ideas
never assume any form, what will it avail?" Wells further explained that
the written word is a woman's best vehicle of expression because "she may
speak, truly, but few will hear her" ("A Few Ideas on Writing," WE 3:
167). Through the Exponent in particular Mormon women became a part
of the national conversation on "the woman question." With Wells as
editor, the paper helped the women form important alliances with their
sisters outside their community who supported their causes and could
argue their case in the national spotlight, women such as Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. Because the written word was Mormon
women's chosen vehicle of expression, they looked to the writings of their
contemporaries to find a sympathetic voice to help bolster their arguments. They found one such writer in George Eliot.
Considering how Mormon women used Eliot's books and what they
wrote of her both publicly and privately, it is clear that they felt Eliot to
be an important writer with whom they could sympathize. Several original and selected articles on Eliot's life and works appeared in the pages of
the Womans Exponent and Young Womans Journal. One such article compared Eliot novels to "good, rich milk, with all the cream in it" (YW'.17:
212). Copies of The Mill on the Floss and Romola were offered to winners
of an essay contest sponsored by Young Womans Journal in order to
encourage girls to write (YWJ8: 519-21). Ruth May Fox included Mil~
Romola, and Adam Bede in "traveling libraries" of books chosen with the
"greatest care" for reading by young women of the church ( YWJ 11:
36-37; 13: 372). These uses of Eliot novels reveal that the women
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believed they contained a worthy, virtuous message appropriate for young
readers. This becomes especially clear when we consider the oft-mentioned
disdain of novels by Brigham Young.'
Eliot was a favorite of some prominent LDS women, who mentioned
her in their journals and evaluated her works in publications. &ponent
editor and fifth general Relief Society president Emmeline B. Wells notes
in her diary that she chose an Eliot novel as a gift for her friend Dr. Ellis
Shipp (20 Jan. 1894, Diaries 17: 12). And during her 1899 trip to London, Wells records that she made a point of visiting Eliot's house on
Chelsea Walk (15 July 1899, Diaries 24: 47). Hannah King wrote in
1885 of her disappointment in the Cross biography, George Eliot's Life,
lamenting, "I have so loved the works of George Eliot, that I wanted to
see her beautiful soul in the 'inner chamber' of her life; this we scarcely
get a glimpse of" ("Notes on the Life of George Eliot," WE 13: 179) .
These women admired Eliot and cast her as someone worthy of their
esteem. They felt she was a kindred spirit and were unwilling to condemn
her for the controversial moral choices she had made. In her 1899 essay
"George Eliot's Religious Life," English teacher Alice Louise Reynolds
becomes one of Eliot's strongest apologists as she asserts the world had
failed to understand the woman whose life she interprets as "a painful
spiritual struggle" (YW] 10: 109). Reynolds justifies Eliot's rejection of
formal religion as the result of a corrupt clergy, declaring, "Like a giant
she stood among those unschooled teachers, laughing at their superstitions, exploding their inconsistent doctrines that had as their foundation
neither the Bible nor common sense" (110). Further, Reynolds invites
readers to empathize with Eliot, saying, "Can we who know something of
the barrenness of the religious teachings of her time censure her? I think
not." Though, according to Reynolds, Eliot had to rely "on her own
intellect as a religious guide" she affirms that "many of the doctrines
which her life and writings exemplify are those that have the seal of
divinity upon them" (111). These Mormon women wanted to see Eliot as
a spiritual seeker who would have embraced the truth of the restored
gospel, as they had done, if she had heard its message. They felt her to be
part of their spiritual community, a relationship which was symbolically
realized when seven years after Eliot's death, Emmeline Wells did the
temple work for her.'
'See Richard Cracroft's article "Cows to Milk Instead of Novels ro Read": Brigham
Young, Novel Reading, and Kingdom Building" in BYU Studies40.2 (2001): 102-31.
' Emmeline B. Wells, "Diaries, 1844-1920." December 2, 1887 10:90: "I was
endowed today for Mary Ann Evans and sealed for her to my husband. "
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LOS women's unwillingness to negatively judge Eliot can also be seen
in an Exponent essay by Hannah King. In it, King goes so far as to vindicate Eliot's long-term unmarried relationship with George Lewes by placing the blame for this choice squarely on unjust laws which she believed
prevented Lewes from obtaining the divorce which would have allowed
them to legally marry. For this she held lawmakers accountable, proclaiming, "Let the law-makers take the responsibility of all the misery they
have caused to so many pure and virtuous souls" ("Notes," WE 13: 179).
Mormon women could easily identify with Eliot on this point, having
had their own experiences with unjust legislation which declared their
polygynous marriages illegal and immoral. It was this labeling that provided another bond; Eliot's unmarried relationship and Mormon women's
plural marriages placed them on the fringes of society. But it was perhaps
this view from the margins that enabled them to see the answers to so
many of the problems that existed there.
These biographical elements of George Eliot's life only worked to
cement the relationship women like King, Wells, and Reynolds had
already formed with her through her novels. Her greatest appeal may be
articulated in Hannah King's observation that Eliot's "enduring picturemodels" of human character " elevated all who read, and excited in them
a desire to arise to a higher state ofexistence than hitherto they had deemed
themselves capable of" ("George Eliot," WE9: 143, emphasis added) .
Eliot's words bolstered Mormon sisters in their call for the elevation of
woman's status, an important change they found the seeds for in their
religion. As the prospectus of the Exponent stated, the women of Utah
were "engaged in the practical solution of some of the greatest social and
moral problems of the age," and their religion gave them a base of
authority from which to do this (Richards, "Our Position," WE 1: 8).
LOS women believed they were divinely directed to help the world forward toward Zion through their words as well as their works, and in
George Eliot they found a strong ally. The like-mindedness of these
women becomes clear when one compares the actions of Eliot's fictional
characters and the assertions made in essays written for Womans
Exponent.
As a novelist, George Eliot refuses to overstate women's morality or
intellect because she believes it has been impaired by nineteenth-century
models of femininity. Her characters show that women cannot become
the morally superior beings the Victorian female paradigm calls for
because that very paradigm simultaneously consigns them to a life of
ignorance and starts a destructive chain of subjection. Rosamond Viney
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of MiddLemarch is the perfect example of the result of a Victorian female
"education" and as such she is the type Eliot believes men should be
fearful of. "The flower of Mrs Lemon's school," Rosamond has been
instructed in all the social graces which will attract a suitable husband,
including important lessons on "getting in and out of a carriage" (MiddLemarch 96). She has been trained to function in high society and feels
comfortable among the well-connected and the well-off. She has learned
that the source of her female power is her appearance, her beauty, and her
sexuality. Her "small feet and perfectly turned shoulders" along with her
"exquisite curves of lip and eyelid" distract her gentlemen friends from
her speech, which is all form and no content (158-59) . In her "infantile"
blonde curls, Rosamond becomes Tertius Lydgate's fantasy, "that perfect
piece of womanhood who would reverence her husband's mind after the
fashion of an accomplished mermaid, using her comb and looking-glass
and singing her song for the relaxation of his adored wisdom alone"
(583). Rosamond understands her role as an adornment and entertainer,
and she plays her part well.
By characterizing Rosamond as childish and childlike, Eliot reveals
that her development has been arrested by the debasing education she has
received; she is not the mature person who will be happy in marriage.
She has learned that being female means being attractive to men, therefore she needs the adoration of men to affirm her identity as a woman. It
is frightening enough that Rosamond is delighted when she realizes that
she can "make conquests and enslave men" even after she is married
(436), but her subjection of her husband is even more damaging. Eliot's
message here is clear: if we train women only to conquer men, we should
not be surprised when men are "in a state of subjection to [these] ignorant and feeble-minded women" ("Fuller and Wollstonecraft" 181).
Mormon women also recognized the danger of training women to be
so-called ladies, and they agree with Eliot that an academic rather than
social education is fundamental to women's elevation. Emmeline Wells
addresses this problem in her essay "Our Fashionable Young Ladies."
Here she declares that ladies of polite society circulate only to "coquette
and flirt," to "see and [be] seen." She explains, "There is no depth to
them , no substance which is really solid." She wonders, ''.After their
bloom and youth has passed, what resource have they to draw upon, in
the dusty chambers of their brains?" ( WE 3: 58). Exponent contributor
Lu Dalton asserts that these women are actually enslaved. She writes, "So
long as idleness and helplessness are the standards by which to measure a
woman's ladyhood, just so long she will be a slave to ladyism" ("Woman
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Suffrage," WE 2: 86). Wells's solution is that "woman must be something
more than a toy, or plaything, or fashion plate, or even household deity.
She must become enlightened on all points pertaining to life and its purposes" ("Woman, a Subject," WE 3: 82). Echoing Eliot she asserts, "Let
them have the same opportunities for an education, observation and
experience in public and private for a succession of years, and then see if
she is not equally endowed with man and prepared to bear her part on all
general questions socially, politically, industrially and educationally as
well as spiritually" ("Action or Indifference," WE 5: 54). Nineteenthcentury women in general may be lagging behind their brothers, but it is
because they have not had access to the same privilege of education
which is crucial to their intellectual, civic, and moral development.
Implicit in Eliot's fiction is also the "plea for the removal of unjust
laws and artificial restrictions" on women (Selected Critical Writings 180).
It is the lack of socially sanctioned options that forces her characters to
make destructive choices. In Daniel Deronda, Gwendolen Harleth initially
rejects marriage because she does not want to wear "domestic fetters. " She
calls it a "dreary state, in which a woman could not do what she liked,
had more children than were desirable, [and] was consequently dull"
(Deronda 39) . Though marriage means "social promotion" for Gwendolen,
the cost of having to be submissive is too high because she "meant to
lead" (39). But when financial crisis comes, she feels trapped into accepting Mallinger Grandcourt's proposal in spite of his notorious past because
she can see no viable alternatives; her singing is not good enough to earn
her way by and the thought of becoming a governess repulses her. Unfortunately she can never realistically consider "whether she could not
achieve substantialiry for herself and know gratified ambition without
bondage" (252); those options are simply not available. In the end her
marriage to Grandcourt proves to be a destructive battle for control
which both characters lose.
Lu Dalton addresses every concern of Gwendolen's in her essay "Our
Opinion." Here she calls for the lifting of laws and opinion which limit
women's choices, asserting that they have the right to self-determination.
Dalton states she is glad women do not wish to dictate to men but
instead sensibly argue, "I am not your counterpart, but I am your equal;
my mission on earth is as important, as high and holy as yours, and I
have equal need of unfettered liberty to choose my own course in life,
and pursue the calling for which I am best fitted" ( WE 8: 138). Dalton
believes it would send a positive message to children if they knew that
their mother's devotion was "the fruit of her own free will and choice-
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that she was not driven to rearing men and women by public opinion
and laws which debarred her from anything else." She calls for making
alternatives available to women, saying that for most of them "maternal
and hearthside duties" are dear. "Bue," she adds, "if one woman is fit and
willing to serve the public in any honorable calling, it is an oppressive law
which forbids" (138) .
George Eliot's fiction further reveals how ultimately the subjection of
women starts an injurious chain of consequences which affects women,
men, and children. This is particularly apparent in the experiences of a
second Deronda character, Princess Halm-Eberstein. The princess has
spent her life trying to free herself from her domineering father's influence, and in doing so she has deprived her son Daniel of his mother and
his heritage. She tells Daniel, "I hated living under the shadow of my
father's strictness," his expectations "pressed on me like a frame that got
tighter and tighter" (Deronda 630). She explains that her father never saw
her as anything but "an instrument" to provide him with posterity, and
because she "had wants outside his purpose" she was "put in a frame and
tortured" (662). When Daniel professes his sympathy she rebuffs him,
saying, "You are not a woman. You may try-but you can never imagine
what it is to have a man's force of genius in you, and yet to suffer the
slavery of being a girl" (631). Because the princess is powerless to throw
off her father's domination, she throws off the only thing she could have
power over-her son. She claims she sent him away because she did not
feel maternal attachment, but she also states that she chose for him what
she would have chosen for herself: freedom from a constricted life (628).
In this respect she maintains she has done what is best for Daniel, but her
motives for this action are actually based in revenge. She wants to deny
her father access to his grandson and the possibility of passing on his Jewish
heritage. While this decision is painful to the grandfather, it is also
painful to Daniel, who has spent his entire life never knowing who he
was, never feeling a part of any family.
Eliot clearly demonstrates how the consequences of oppression only
return upon the oppressor because women are often forced to become
devious, manipulative, and defiant in order to survive. In Princess HalmEberstein's words: "When a woman's will is as strong as the man's who
wants to govern her, half her strength must be concealment. I meant to
have my will in the end, but I could only have it by seeming to obey"
(632). The princess differentiates between the acquiescence that comes
from love and the obedience that comes from forced submission, saying,
"I don't consent. We only consent to what we love. I obey something
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tyrannic" (631). Because of her father's power over her she has made defiant choices she believes will make her happy, but she has only succeeded
in perpetuating the sickness as she abandons her child and cuts him off
from all family ties. And then come the words which demonstrate how
she has become the thing she hated most: "I was never willingly subject
to any man. Men have been subject to me' (666, emphasis added) . The
consequences of oppression transcend the generations injuring the
oppressor, the oppressed, and the innocent. Lu Dalton makes chis point
abundantly clear when she proclaims, "Every act of injustice to a fellowcreature recoils upon the perpetrator, warping or dwarfing his or her
nature, and blinding the spiritual eyes. For these reasons man cannot
hope to ascend the kingly throne of excellence while his inseparable companion remains outside the gate in bonds" ("Our Opinion," WE 8: 138).
Ultimately, Mormon women and George Eliot are connected by their
desire to expose the dangerous consequences of confining women to an
existence of ignorance and subjection. They strive to reveal that if women
are denied academic education, self-determination, and agency, all relationships are harmed. Eliot ends The Mill on the Floss with a cleansing
flood; Mormon pioneers migrate to a wilderness to establish a Zion
where all are "alike unto God" (2 Nephi 27:33) . Both are done in order
to create a space for reconciliation and healing, a new beginning. But
generations of improper ideas cake time to correct. Eliot and Mormon
women believed they possessed an enlightened view which they were
compelled to share with the world in order to help the correction begin.
In the words of Emmeline Wells: "Woman's work in chis day and age is
not only an individual work, but a universal work; a work for all her suffering sisterhood" ("Woman's Work," WE 4: 12). Calling for the education and elevation of their sisters is the work which unites George Eliot
and nineteenth-century Mormon women.
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